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P r e fa c e

THE   aim   of   this  book   is   not   to  be   historical,   nor

purely theoretical,  but to  set  forth  clearly those  dances
which  are  in   fashion   at  the  present  day,  and  some

principles   which   may  be  useful   to  pupils   who  wish
to  learn  "How  and  What  to  Dance."

Such hints as are easily accessible to ordinary readers

in  other   books  have   been  rather   lightly  dealt  with;

others  which  I  see  reason  to  believe  are  insufficiently

appreciated have been enforced at some length.

W.L.

LAYLAND   ROOMS,

LONDON'
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Glossary  of  French  Terms

14ffcor#/.-Bringing  the  feet  from  an  open  to  a  closed
position.

14%cz%¢#c7c.-Turning hand over head.
/>'f7/cz~ce' c~ 4cJ¢#J.-Balance forward.
/j'rz/c?~c/ c# 4/r;.;#c.-Balance backward.
/>'4/##cg'.-A raising  aid  falling  movement on  the sole of

one   foot,   while   the  other  is  brought  to  a  closed

position.
/?cz//ceeccej.-The  beating  of a  leg  in  an  open or  closed

position.
/>'o#/#/c, P¢J de.-A movement of three steps.
/>'t[//a//4.-A  movement   in  which  the   feet  are   crossed

alternately, one before or behind the other.
C##¢#c £4 #gi/oz.Jc.-Right and left.
(,`(J#44.~A  step  in  which  the  feet  cut  or  pass  from  an

open, through a closed, to another open position.
(`has§4-Crois6.~Crosstmg.
/,./co/#e Jcf I)c"#es.-Ladies' chain.
/!`# 4e/4#J e; c7¢ cz„G.G/c.-Advance and  retire.
/!.7;/rccAcz/.-A beating of the legs.
/J`o#c/A4.-A whipping movement.
/ ,`/f.L`.```4Jc.-A gliding movement.

15



Glossary  of  French   Terms
G:r::deflonde.~Alarobect+rde.

/cZZ4~A thrown step.
L%£r=pR%1„S£.n]g^on:ietoe.oHhebalancingfoot.
&¢7c4e,P"dc.~AstateJymarchingstep.
JYo#/z.#e/.~A   n]c)vement   of  giving   hands   and   moving

around.
Pczr.-A step.
P"  GzjzzJc.~A  bending  of  both  knees,  raising  high  on

:=etrto°==.. descending  on  on: ;==t`:=n{'#f ==8= t°onein  front.
Per C/¢.J.j`c£-A gliding step.
P_:s Soutd.~A hop.
Pz.%z%//g.~A turn of the body.
Po/o#¢z.fc.~A stately march.
S~issonpe._-Acrossiigottl\=£eet.
r%% d  rez7fr.~The feet on the floor.
r"7¢f.~Amovementinwhichthetransferofwejghtor

balalice is not  necessary.
?`/tzz/c7j.4.~A crossing movemen t.
rG.7oz.z.~I.ead through  the centre.
7%  dg  jprczz.#f.-A  movement  of  passil]g  once  rounci

with  hands joined.
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•CHAPTER   I

The  Art  of  Dancing

DANCING is mostly practised  a§  a pastime  and  pleasure,
but it may also be of service to  promote a  healthy action
of the  system  generally, and  as  a  refreshing  change  to
the  mind   and   spirits  when  jaded   by  mental  labour  or
care;   while   bright   and   seemly   dancing   is   very   well
calculated  to.promote  gentleness  of  disposition,  and  re-
finement of taste,  deportment,  and manner.

" Dancing is, in motion,'what poetry is in language, and
what  music  is  in  sound;  it  is  the  elegant  adaptation  of
motion to the  laws of rhythm."    To  the  young,  at  least,
it  is  the  most  na.tural  expression  of  festivity,  and  when
allied   to  music   it  is   a  most   healthful   and   refreshing
I.ccrc`ation.'l`lie   art   of   dancing,   which    nowadays   follows   and

it`flects   the `movements   of  music,  expressed   in  ancient
.          Iiii`es   not   only   men's    actions,   but    their   inclinations,

uistoms, -and  manners.     It  portrayed   great   events;   it
t.Ildowcd  the  body with`  strength,  agility,  and  grace;  in
iilinrt,, it  comprehended  and  regulated  the whole  art  and
`i`„  t if gesture.

I`lic   Greeks  not   only  established  academies  for  this
i'wt.ise,  but  instituted  games  at which  prizes were con-
lt.iiili`d  for,  by excellence  in  the  art.     It  was  in  practice
.ililuiig  their  military  exercises;   it  had   a  place  at  their
nilntainments,   and    animated   their   solemn   festivals;
w"  the poets recited and  sang their  compositions while
I lm.ing a measure adapted  to their words.

17



The  Art  of Dancing
Dancing  then,  with  whatever  lack  of  science  it  rna

at  present  be  cultivated,  is  among  the  first  of  the  fin
arts,   for  it  involves  the  general  and  actual  use  of  th
muscular  motions  of  the  body,  as  they  are  represente
in  sculpture  and  painting.     Scientifically  practised,  it
obvious that this  art  cannot  be  inferior  in  expression
those which  are merely imitative.

The dancing  of  the ancients was not  a  series of tric
with  the  muscles;  it  spoke  as  plainly  as  the  marble
the canvas.     Every one is aware of the great effect whi
this  art  produced  in  ancient Rome, where  it  constitut
a  species  of  acted  language.    It  is  probable  that  tho~                            r    1           ,,    _   __    _____    _I_  _  _

who  practised  it  there~wer-e in possession  of better pr
ciples  than  any which  are  now  acted  upon, and  it  is
be  regretted  that,  in  the  present  day,  the  exposition\. ^     1     r          ,_ _    _  _CJ

the  art  is  so  oft;n  left  t6  persons  unqualified  for  th
task.

This healthful art embraces  at  the  same time walkin
running,  jumping,  attitudes,  steps,  gestures,  and  evo
tions,  and  this happy combination, which  is  sustained
the  aid  of  rhythm,  and  during  which  the  muscles  a
sensibilities   are   employed   in   a   manner   as   useful
agreeable, is indeed  an  invaluable  exercise  for  the wh
body,  provided  always  that  the  movements  are  not
protracted,  nor performed  in  a  style more  likely to en
vate than fortify the organs.

Dancing may be divided into two very different style
that of the ballet and that of the ball-room, and that wH
is beautiful  in  one  of  these  is  out  of place  in  the  oth
The professional  dancer  makes  it  her  business to app
with feats of artificial dexterity and marvels  of balanc

:,pin:|Tgftu;dig:tc:nt:::Eeat}?`g:£csfnhgerfsp;::::,t;e:nuangdreerea
pastime, and  the dancer desires only to glide through
figure of the moment with ease and grace.

In  this  volume  on   ball-room  dancing  I  have  trea
of "How  and  What  to  Dance,"  and  have  also  touc

18

The  Art  of  Dancing.
ui)on .other   subjects  closely  allied-to   dancing,   such` as
I)cpprtment,  Etiquette, and  Dress.     I  have  assumed that
tlic  reader  at   the  outset  knows  little  or  liothin8  about
the subject,  and  has  purchased this  book  to  learn  how to
d.`nce,  and   to   glean  a   few  hirits   on  general   ball-room
condiict.      The    perusal   9f   its    pages   will   make   him
familiar  with  these  matters,  so  that  by the  time  he  has-read the  book, and  practised  according to  the  instruction

gjvfi:'dehrenwi]:n::satarhe°moeff:w:nyk{Cn°d=,Pap,yro°ufng:,nc::Sa
"square."      Round    dances   are   those   which   a   couple
dance together,  such  as  the  Waltz,  Barn  Dance,  Polka,
&c,,  while  the  squares  require  four  couples.     The  lnost
itopular  of  these  are  the  Lancers,  Quadrille,  and  Waltz

:uoct,,|IIi:sn.coTnht::eB:encae`ss'o::I,:sriaanrraQnugaedmr:|E::,okfnguuertess
and  Scotch  Reels,  which  are  now  but  seldom  met  with
in.the  ball-room,  but which  I  have  included  to  make  my
di`scrip`tions complete.

19
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:=a~b-i-a-no a`re suitable.     For three  pieces,  a violin,  piano,

::qduicr:rd?eatv(ifloTitne,3:a:[o:r;:::te);,a[nfdf3:':b{[:sfraus:entsare
When   selecting   the   instruments   for   a   small   band,

choose the first four  as  directed, then add  as  many more
as may be  deemed  requisite.    For a large band, some  of
the  parts will  have to  be  doubled,  and  others  added  to
them  according to the  number  engaged, and  this  should
be done by direction of the quadrille band-master.

20

CHAPTER   11

Hints  for  Managing  a  Dance
or  Party

IN  getting  up  a  dance  or  party  every  detail  should  be
considered.     The  following  few  particulars   may  be  of
use at  such  times.

Hire    a   room   with   convenient   dressing-   or   cloak-
rooms  attached.     Engage  a  pianist  or  band.     Draw  up
and    have   printed   invitation   cards,    and   programmes
of  dances.      Appoint  a  Master  of  the   Ceremonies  and
stewards.      Make   arrangements   for   supper.      Appoint
door-keepers and cloak-room attendants.

The ball-room should  be  square, thoroughly ventilated,
and   have   a   smooth,   polished   floor,   with   seating   ac-
commodation   for   the    guests.      Decoration    should   be
light  and  tasteful,  with  flowers  and   coloured   lamps  to
relieve the effect.

If  but  one  instrument  is  to  be  used,  the piano is  un-
questionably  the  best.      If  two   are.engaged,  the  violin   ~_    __I_1=_      _=^__

Hints  for  Managing  a  Dance
lrijitation  cards  should .be worded very foinally, such

I. :, .Mr ................,. requests  the  .pleasure of  MI ..............
CQmpany to a dance  on  Monday." ................. to be held
nt.: ................. Rooms.    .R.S.V.P.

Tickets  of  admission to  a  public  dance  or  ball  would
bc  drawn  up  according  to  the  object  for  which   it  was
given.     The  time  at  which  the  dancing  is  expected  to
coinmence  and  at what  time the  function  is  expected  to
finish  should be stated  in each case.

The appointment of a Master of the Ceremonies, whose
duty it shall  be to form the  sets  and to see that they are
complete;   to  find  partners   and  places   for   all   persons
who may wish t'o dance ;  to  direct the musicians  when to
commence,  and  to  decide  all  questions  which  may arise
tluring  the  dance,  is  very  necessary.      There  are  com-
paratively   few   persons,   even   among  habitual   dancers,
Who  are  so  thoroughly  drilled   in   the   etiquette  of  the
Llall-room  that  they  can  conduct  a  room  with  ease  and
precision;  in  order,  therefore,   to  relieve  the   mind   and
p.revcnt   confusion,  it   is   necessary  to  appoint   a   M.C.,
prcfcrably  not  one   of  the   dancers,  to   attend  to  these
(lc`tails.

Arrangements for refreshments and suppers  should  be
intldc  before  the  evening  of  the  dance.     A  cool  room,
(ii.cning from the  ball-room, should  be plentifully supplied
with   light   refreshments,  and  where   supper  is  given   it
Should  be  of  the  lightest  and  most  delicate  description.
Served  at round tables,  the collation  should be cold ;  but
liot soup may be given with  the  supper, or at the conclu-
sion  of the  ball.

Cloak-rooms,  with  toilet  requisites for  both  ladies  and
hrc`ntlemen,  are of material  importance.

Dances  should   never  be  inconveniently  crowded,   as
tliis  destroys  the  pleastire of  the  guests.     Good  flooring
iH indispensable  for ball-room.     When  the floor  is  rough
it  niay  be  remedied  by covering it  with  holland,  tightly
8trctched-a  practice  now  much  in  vogue.    This  adds
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The  Toilet  and  Fancy  Costumes
greatly  to  the  comfort  of  the dancers,  and  improves  the
appearance  of  the  floor.    The  host  and  hostess  should
look after their guests, and not confine their attentions to
a favoured few.    They should, in fact, assist those chiefly
who are the least known in the room.

The  Toilet  and Fancy  Costumes

lt  is  not  my intention  to offer more than a suggestion
or two on the general suitability ofladies' dress.     Fashion,
of  course, will  determine  the   make,  while  to  individual
taste must be  left  the choice of colour.     In  the  selection
of colour a lady must consider her figure and complexion.
If slender, white or very light colours are  generally sup-

s:::fdt3eb:fs:£trakbe]re;hEEtesffaLndc]Lnueeds.to£#o#o,.#f:t£:¥
white  are  recommended  to  blondes, as  they  harmonise
with their complexions.     Brilliant colours are more gener-
ally selected by brunettes for a  similar  reason.     On  this
point, however, individual  taste  may sometimes  success-
fully deviate from the general rule.

The head-dress should be in keeping with the costume,
though  ladies  who  have  a  profusion  of  beautiful  hair
require   little   or   no   artificial  ornament.      Flowers   are
generally  thought  becoming.    Light-coloured  shoes  are
wornwithpale-coloureddresses,blackorbronzewithdark.
Choves  are  always  worn, and  should  be  put  on  before
entering the ball-room.

A lady wearing a mourning dress should decorate with
scarlet flowers, although violet  has an air of €heerfulness
which relieves a mourning costume.

A   gentleman's   dance   attire   varies   but  little,   as   he

gne:iesrpae]iysaabp[::ari{£tT]eb;:;ke.[[erDyr:isous[EO::;no:n:]Ovesare
Fancy Dre8se8, both for ladies and gentlemen, like tastes,

vary so much that it  is  impossible  to describe  the  parti-
cular   styles   that   prevail.      But   those  which   give   the
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LTrcatest  satisfaction   a're  cast,umes  which  can   b-e  home-.
iiia{le, and  for  ladies  the  following  are  very  pretty  and
i.ti{`xbensiv.e :    Flower-girl,   Gipsy,.  Italian,   School -girl,
I)olly varden,  Red  Ridil}g Hood, French  F`ishwife.     His-
loric`al and elaborate costumes, such  as Cleopatra,  Queen
13lizabeth, Duchess  of Devonshire, Cirecian and Vivandier,
inu§t be hired from  the costumier.     There are some very
`isef`Il  and  pretty costumes  illustrated  and  described  in
some  Fancy Ball  Costumes  Books  published, which can
bcfugrecEt::emda£°;fs£:¥gpt:n:tet.end a ball  in fancy costume

should get some advice and his dress from a costumier.
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CHAPTER   Ill

The  Etiquette  of  Dancing

THE    sensation   commonly   experienced   on   entering   a
ball-room for  the  first  time is  a  mixture  of  pleasure and
hesitation ;   this   doubt   is   occasioned   by  the   mistaken
reflection that  all  eyes  are  upon  you, so  that  you fancy
yourself  a  centre  of  attraction,  and  in  endeavouring  to
appear  at  ease   contrive  to  appear  most  uncomfortable.
Few are graceful by nature, some are so by intuition, and
some are so by art.     It is  my pleasing task to  ehdeavour
by a few words of advice to place you thoroughly at your
ease on entering  a  ball-room for the first  time.     Conver-
sation, merry music, and  dancing will  enforce the  lesson
in due time.

On  entering a  private ball-room,  your first care should
be to find your hostess and make your obeisance ;  but on
entering a public ball-room,  the  gentleman, supposing  he
has a  lady with  him, merely conducts  her to a  seat.     In
private  balls,  where  there  are  no  programmes,  engage-
ments should not  be made  until the  dance  is  announced.
At a  public  ball, if  you do  not  arrive too  early, you will
find  yourself  much  more  comfortable.    The  best  course
for a  gentleman  to  adopt  is  to  introduce  himself  to  the
Master of the Ceremonies, or one of the Steivards, for the
purpose of obtaining partners.     Commence with a square
dance,   it  will  give  you  more  confidence   to  attack   the
round  dances.    When  you  have  finished  a  dance,  offer
your  arm  to  your  partner,  conduct  her  to  a  seat,  bow
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slightly  and  retire;  ,6r  `ygu  may  ask  her  to  take  'some
refreshments.

If th;re should be a supper, th-e gentleman should con-
duct to`the supper-room his  last  partner; unless he has a
previous  engagement, or. is  asked  by  the  hostess  to  do
otherwise.    In the  latter  case  he  must  provide a substi-
tute, making at the same time his apology.

The  int.roduction  of  a  lady  to  a   gentleman  at  a  ball
does not entitle  him to  claim  her  acquaintanceship after-
wards.    He.must  not  bow to her  if  he  meets  her in the
street,  unless she does so first.

In  attending  a  dance  of  any  description, the  hour  of
invitation, or  starting,. should  be adhered  to  as nearly as
possible;  bear  in  mind  that  those who  are too  punctual
feel uncomfortable until the other guests arrive.

It is scarcely necessary to say that it is a great mistake

:°arncafyf8heen::e:oatnn::staet:eo¥Pi:th°imt::I:.a±aedysht::::gbhea:
in- mind that  it  is  his  province  to  conduct, and  not  the
lady's.    A  gentleman wishing  to  dance with  a  lady whoI is  a  stranger  to  him  should  request  the  Master  of  the

Ceremonies to introduce him.
Bear in  mind that  as  ladies  are  not  privileged  to  ask

gentlemen  to  dance, it  is  a  breach  of good  manners for
gentlemen no.t to ask ladies, or to stand about in a listless

`way  wr}ilst  ladies   are  wanting  partners.    A  gentleman
should leave the room if he does not wish to dance.

It  is  not  polite, nor does it  add  to the  good  opinion  a
company may have 6f you, to dance with ohe partner too
frequently.

A gentleman should  under no  circumstances show any
displeasure in the event of a refusal on the part of a lady.

If a  lady for some reason refuses a  gentleman,  though
she be .disengaged, it is a  breach of politeness  to extend
her favour to another for the same dance.

Any couple may take a vacant place in any set.
Having once  taken  your  position in a quadrille, under
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The  Etiquette  of  Dancing
no circumstances  should  you  leave  it for  another;  such
an act is sure to give offence where none was meant.

Give  all   your  attention   to  your   partner,  and   avoid
speaking to other persons as much as you can.     See that
your manner is easy and free from any restraint.

A`s  a dance  should  be  a  combination of  all  the  most
agreeable qualities of a social assembly, always endeavour
to look pleasant in a ball-room ;  and while dancing,  if you
happen to be dancing with a partner with  whom  you  are
not  particularly delighted, do  not  make  the  fact  evident
by  looking discontented.

Every man of  sense would  be  glad  to  impress  others
pleasantly,  but  it  is  not every man of  sense  who  knows
how necessary it is to attend to little things in order that
he may make  the  impression  he desires.     One  man dis-
plays a profusion of outlandish  jewellery, another  affects
a fantastic  cut  of  his  hair,  another  offends  with  an  un-
shaven face or an ill-kept set of teeth ;  and  yet each one,
despite  appearances,  would  pose  as  a  gentleman.     Re-
fined ladies may have  to  tolerate  such  men,  but  they do
it with ill-concealed  reluctance.
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CHAPTER  IV

Correct  Deportment

DEPORTMENT,  always  valuable, and  on  many occasions
in  life of  in-finite  service  to  the  possessor,  can  never  be
the  product   of  a  moinent;  to   be   effectual   it   must   be
habitual,  and  must  have  been   acquired  by  instruction,
by observation,   and  especially  by  frequenting  the  best
company.     A  person   lacking   it  would   in  v.aim   try  to
assume it for any particular occasion.    The  novelty of  it
to him would  sit  awkwardly on  him,  and  the  affectation
be too grossly apparent.

On  the  other  hand, a  person  who  has  acquired   the
habit of graceful carriage need be  in  no fear of  losing  it,
if  he  takes  but  the least care to keep it up.    A dignified
and  graceful deportment  appears  at  first  so  simple  and
natural, that  it  seems  impertinent  to  lay down  rules for
it ;  there. are, however,  a  few essential  conditions, which

;rda:::sr::e±t{:h:£::e:haa±Etse;oranh€mT:}Chdi:3:siptrop£]asnhd°u:S
natural grace,  to supply the last finish.

Walking.

There  are  various ways  of  walking, which,  in  accord-
ance  with  what  is  wanted,  may  be  performed  in  three
different  times-slow,  moderate,  or  quick.    In  the  slow
march, the weight  of  the  body is advanced from the heel
to  the  instep,  and  the  toes  are  turned  well  out.    Then
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Walking
one foot, the left for instance, is  advanced,  with  the  knee
straight  and  the  toe inclined  to  the  ground, which, with-
out being drawn  back, it  touches before the heel, in  such
a manner, however,  that the sole at the  conclusion  of  the
step  is  nearly  parallel  with  the  ground,  which  it  next
touches  with  its  outer  edge;  the  right  foot  is  then  im-
mediately raised from the inner edge of the toe, and simi-
larly advanced, inclined,  and brought to the  ground ;  and
so on with each foot in succession.

In   the   moderate  walk,   or  what  may  be  termed  the
dancing  walk,  the  weight  of the  body  is  advanced  from
the heel to the ball of  the foot;  the  toes  are  less  turned
out,  and  it  is  no  longer  the  toe, but  the  ball  of  the  foot,
which  first  touches  and  last  leaves   the  floor,  its   outer
edge, or the ball of the little toe first breaking the descent
of  the  foot,  and  its  inner  edge,  or  the  ball  of  the  great
toe  last  projecting  the  weight.    Thus,  in  this  step,  less
of  the  foot  may  be  said  actively  to   cover  the  ground;
and  this  adoption  of  nearer  and  stronger  points  of  sup-
port  and  action  is  essential  to  the   increased  quickness
and exertion of pace.

In  the quick walk  the weight  of the  body is  advanced
from  the  heel  to  the  toes,  the  toes  are  slightly  turned
out,  and  still  stronger  points  of  support  and  action  are
chosen.     The  outer  edge  of  the   heel  first  touches   the
ground,   and  the   sole  of  the  foot   projects   the  weight.
These  points  are  essential  to  the  increased  quickness  of
this pace.

It  is  important  to  notice  that   in   all   these   paces,  or
walks,  the  weight  is  successively  thrown  more  forward,
and   the   toes  are   successively  less   turned   out,   as   the
variation is from slow to moderate,  and then to quick.

BOwing.

To  bow properly, slide  either foot to the side, rest  the
weight  of  the  body upon  it,  and  then  draw the  opposite
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:°h°otuiud:rt°grtahdeufir[;t£!£:{r°dn,;o¥she{::[fg{?hgatth£S;t::dtft::
the  heels  come  together  the  bending  should  cease,  and
the  body  again  be  made  to  resum'e  its  former  position.
The   arms  Should  hang  loosely  from  the  shoulders,  to
avoid    any   appearance   of   stiffness,   or   self-conscious-
ness.        .

The   OurtBey  is  performed  as  follows :-Stand  easily
erect, the  shoulders square and  the arms hanging loosely
at the sides,.the hands in front of the body.     Slide either
the  right  or  left  foot  to  the   side  into  a  short  second
position,  rest the whole weight of the body upon it, draw
the  opposite  foot  into   the  fourth   position   behind,  and
gently  sink,  to  complete  the'  curtsey.    While  rising,  the
weight is transferred to the foot behind, and the advanced

%olii::::!iuna::ytE:o:g:tsi:Loo:i::oeurgtFageofsuilt,i;nbienntf,r::ta
tmh:vtr:g,d:f:ecrcutEfeedcufrnts]:#]hyehfi°r[sdt£:ge3u{tst:eadderews]St.ht£:

foot which happens to be forward at its completion.

Presenting Hands.

In  giving  the  hand  to  partner,  the  lady  presents  her
hand  palm  downwards.    The  gentleman  offers  his  hand
to  the  lady  with  th6  palm  turned  upwards,  closing  the
thumb  to  hold  the  hand  lightly, and  with  as  little  com-
pression as possible.

Holding  Partners in  Round Dances.

Generally  speaking,  partners  in  round  dances  should
stand  facing  each  other,  slightly  apart, and  looking  over
each   other's   right   shoulder.     The   head   must   be  kept
easily  erect,   the  body  nearly   upright,   and   care  taken
that   there   is   no   oscillation   from   side   to   side   while
dancing.    The  gentleman's  right hand  is  placed  against,
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:[no€es:I:8ghett]¥er:r°uTnhd:i::y|:d]ye':t¥:I:S!.£tshep]£:egderi}g#yt
on  the  gentleman's  right  arm,  just  below  the  shoulder,
her   fingers   turned   towards   herself.      The   gentleman
takes   the   right   hand   of  the  lady  in   his   left,   holding
his  hand  palm  upward,  while  she  holds  her  palm  down-
wards;  the  fingers  of  both  should   be  pointing  towards
each  other,  the  thumb  of the  gentleman  lightly touching
the  second  joint  of  her  fingers.     The  elbows  of  both
should  be   curved,  and   slightly  depressed,  and  any  in-
clination to extend the hands carefully avoided.

J

CHAPTER  V

P.reliminary   Exercises

IT is an error to fancy that the modern style of ball-room
dancing,   from   its   apparent   facility  and   freedom   from
study, can  dispense  with  'any  of those  preliminary exer-
cises  intended  to  supple  the  frame, and  prepare  for  the
execution  of  steps  and  movements,  which  at  all  times
have  formed  the  basis  of every kind  of  dance.    On the
contrary, dances that have for their principal characteristic
nature and expression require as much, and perhaps even
more than  the others, to  be  preceded by those  steps  and
studied   movements  which  will  always  be  to  the  dance
what vocalisation, sustained  notes, and  preparatory exer-
cises  are  to  the  singer.     Unluckily,  for  many years  this
study  has  been  neglected.     In  spite  of its  antiquity the

:::yh,a:sbeaenmce°r:S]sduepr:rdfl:]3Fy°S#:hanmfugEftmB:rtoa::ttaecdce[:i
a  superior  education.     People  have  imagined  that  such
knowledge  of  the Waltz  and  Lancers,  as  may be  easily
acquired in a few lessons,  is sufficient.

The time that was once devoted  to  the study of  steps,
has been employed in  bodily exercises of a very different
nature-in gymnastics, for example, which have undoubted
merit, but which cannot  in  any way be  a  substitute,  and
particularly  with   ladies,   for  the  advantages  of  pliancy
and   grace  that  the  dance  alone  can  impart.     Hence  it
happens  that we  have  every  day ungraceful  bodies, and
arms  and   legs   of  desperate   stiffness  coming  to  learn
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dance  on  principle  has  fallen  inta   discredit.     rt   is   for
the   master   to   proportion   the   preliminary  exercises  to    \
the  powers  of  the  pupil,  and,  above  all,  to  the  taste  of
the time.

There  exists  a  great variety of steps, or study dances,
calculated  to  supple  the pupil's limbs,  and which  may be
so varied as to avoid ennui, that bane of all the arts.   Let
me, for example, cite a dance which used to find partizans
in some countries-the Court  Minuet.    It  is, indeed, too
much  opposed  to  our  manners ever to be revived, but as
a  study  it  offers  great  advantages;  it  impresses  on  the  \
body   postures   that   are   graceful,  and,  to  continue  my
comparison with singing, it is with these dances of another
time,  as  it  is with  pieces  of  old  operas which  have  dis-
appeared   from  the  repertory,  but  which  young  singers
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dances, the  true practice of which  requires  so  much ease
and freedom.

We  are  in  consequence  often  reduced,  except  in  the
case   of  great  natural  capabilities,   to  teach  rather  the
mechanism   of  steps  than  the  steps   themselves.     How
can  it  be  in  the  power  of the master during  the  course
of a few lessons to improvise pliant limbs, arms detached,
as  it  were, from  the  body, heads  which  can  play  freely
from  the  shoulders, and  so  many other conditions which
make all the merit of the natural dance ?

When  I  say that  it  is  useful,  nay,  even indispensable,
to acquire  first  principles  before  attempting  the  study of
dances,  I  do  not wish  to  alarm  either parents  or  pupils,
who  might  even  now  be  tempted  to  judge. of  us  by  the
method  of  the  ancient   masters.     Happily,  the  way   of
teaching  the  dance has  a  place  in  modern  improvement,
and  has  been  able  to  free  itself from  the  superannuated
practices that too long maintained their ground.     Let the
pupil  take  courage;  it  is  no  longer  the  custom  to  make
the  pupils  practise  the  same  beats,  or  any  other   exer-
cise  of frightful  monotony, for  hours  together, a  custom
which   may   in   part   e.xplain   why  the   teaching   of  the

Preliminary   Exercises         7
are made to practise in order to make their voices flexible
and form their style.
-    To  conclude  all  that  relates  to  preliminary exercises,
and  fix,  if  i.t  be possible,  the duties c>f the  master,  let me
say  that  we  no  longer  pretend,   as  in  former  days,  to
regulate  the  manners  of  our  pupils  in what  regards the
ordinary  actions  of  life.      There  was  a  time  when  the
dancing-master  taught  the pupils to sit, to walk, to cross
the  room,  to  pull  on  a  glove,  to  use  the  fan,  &c.,  all of
which  has, no  doubt, contributed  to  turn the fashionable
dance into ridicule, and to cause it to be looked upon as a
puerile and illusive art, which was too frequently exercised
at  the  expense  of  nature'and good taste.    We have now
renounced  all these Gothic traditions;  we no longer hold
it  indispensable  that  the  lesson should commence with a
courtesy or  formal  bow ;  and in any case, when we have
to  give  an  idea  of saluting  to  the youngest of our pupils,
we  do  not `teach by making them take " the first position
in advance,  the  third,  the ,second, then disengage the foot
placed  in  the  first  position  behind  by bringing  it  to the

•``£°o`:r£:.opf°Saft±s°unffi{c:efrt:;t'::c&e:.:adsat¥:fi¥:i:v::;t£[Pnwgn;:

consult  Nature,   and  though   beyond  doubt   the   master
i}iay assist  and  develop  her by the  resources with which
his   art   supplies   hilp,   still   it   is  Nature  that  above  all
should  be  his  rule  and  guide.    A  pupil  who  is  able  to
execute with tolerable perfection modern dances,  which   I
do  not  fear  to  call  natural, will  of  himself  know how to
walk,  bow, and present himself with grace.

The  real  amateur will easily comprehend the necessity
of  submitting   to   certain   introductory   exercises   before
commencing  the  practice of  steps and figures.    We may
now, therefore, enter upon the particulars of each of these
exercises, and  I   ask  all kind indulgence for the explana-
tions  that  I  shall  attempt  to  give.     Dancing, as may be
imagined,  can  sc.arcely be  explained  by words,  or appre-
licnded  by  the  mental   eye.       I   have   therefore   chiefly
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Preliminary  Exercises
confined  myself  to  very  simple,  easy,  and  funda.mental
movements,   leaving  the  details  of  the  steps  and  of the
dances for the present.

We will  commence with  the  positions  of  the  feet,  the
five  elementary  positions  used   in  dancing,   from  which
the various movements spring.
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CHAPTER  VI

The-  Five   Positions

IN   all   these   positions   the   body   should   be   erect,   the
shoulders   thrown   back,   and   the  knees   kept   perfectly
straight  and  turned outward.    These  five  positions  for
the feet, so very little cared for and much less understood
by  the   generality of  learners,  are  nevertheless  of  the
utmost  importance,  and   too   much   attention  cannot  be
paid to them, as they telid  to  simplify the various  move-
ments   and   enhance   their  elegance.    They  might   with
much propriety be called the alphabet of dancing.

The illustrations show the five elementary positions  as
they ot:cur in all the modern  steps  and  movements;  and

:Eetshee;:sE::onna:ioanreofc.snusc,:ngi;e.nefiinr.:Ee,::llo|Tin,Eep:g::
struction  df  dances  the  positions  combined form  steps;
step.s united make mo.vements, which,  arranged  together,
result in dances.

The  First  Position  is  formed  by placing  the  heels  to-
gether and throwing the toes  back,  so  that  the  feet form
a straight line.     In the first attempts at this  position  the
toes  should  not  be  more  turned  out  than will  admit of
the  body maintaining  its  proper  balance;  they  must  be
l]rought to the correct position only by degrees,  until  the
pupil  can  place  the  feet,  heel  to  heel,  in  a  straight  line
without   affecting   the   steadiness  of  the   body  or  arms
(see  fig.  I).

The Second Position  is formed by moving the right or
left  foot  sideways  from  the  first  position   to  about  the
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The  Five  Positions
distance of its own length from  the  heel of  the  ;tanding
foot.     Of the foot  thus placed the heel must  be ra.ised,  so
that the toes  alone  rest on  the  ground,  the  instep being
bent   as   much   as   possible   and   the  foot   retaining  its
original direction outward.     In  this  case,  as  in  the first,
the  foot  should  be  brought  by degrees  correctly to per-
form this action,  and the toes should be gradually thrown
back as fai. as the  pupil's  power  to preserve  his  balance
will  permit (see fig.  2).

The Third  Position is formed  by drawing  the  moving
foot from the second position  to about  the  middle of  the
front  of  the  standing  foot,  the  feet  being  kept  close  to
each other, so that the heel of one foot  is  brought  to the
ankle of the other, and seems to lock in with it ;  thus the
feet  are  nearly  half  crossed.     In  drawing  the  foot  into
this position its heel must be brought to the  ground as it
approaches  the  other  and  kept  forward  during  its  pro-
gress, so that the  toes  may retain  their  proper direction
outward (see fig.  3).

The Fourth Position is formed by moving the foot about
its own  length forward  froTri  the  third  position,  keeping
the heel forward and the  toes  backward during  the  pro-
gress of the foot (see fig. 4).

The Fifth  Position is formed by drawing the foot  back
from  the fourth  position  so that its heel is brought close
to  the  toes  of  the  other  foot, the  feet  being  completely
crossed.     The  heel of the moving foot in  this  position  is
gradually  brought  to  the  ground  as  it  approaches   the
standing  foot,  precisely  as  in  formerly drawing  the  foot
fro[:taT[etg:cs:nfo:[Pt:;t£:nt*::Taentdh±;nrg{::::sg.t:,;etafn±ts

primitive  situation.      These   five   positions   can   now  be
executed with  the  opposite  foot, the  balance  being  sus-
tained throughout upon the other foot.

If when one foot is placed in adva.nee of  the other  you
balance  your  body on  the foot  that is in  front, the other
foot is in the fourth position  behind ;  and  it  is  the  same
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Bending  in  the  Five  Positions
with  regard  to  the  third   and  fifth  positions  when   the
weight is on the foremost foot.    The positions, if properly
made, will form a perfect cross,  thus .-.-

4

Bending  in the  Five  Positions.

Bending  the  hips  arid  knees  so as  to  turn  the  latter
outward  and  rather  backward without  raising  the  heel,
and  while  thus  lowering  the  body,  still  keeping  it  per-
fectly erect, is an exercise which should be  performed  in
each  of the  five  positions.     It  imparts  flexibility to  the
instep,  and  tends  greatly  to  improve  the   balance.     In
this  exercise  the  knees  should  be  but  slightly  bent   at `
first, and  the  pupil  may  support  himself first  with  both
hands,   then  alternately  with  each,  against  some  fixed
object,  until he acquire greater power and facility.

When   the   bends   in   the   various   positions   can   be
performed   perfectly,  without   any  support,  and  without
discomposing  the  proper   state   of  the   body,  the   pupil
should   endeavour,   in   concluding   each   bend,   to   raise
himself on the toes, being  careful that the knees are kept
straight,  and  that the feet do  not  change  their  positions.
This imparts point to the feet,  and increases the power of
the instep and ankle.

The  pupil  can  now balance the  body on one  limb,  and
extend  the  other  leg  in  the  second  or  fourth   position,
raising it as high as the  knee, letting it again fall into the
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Bending  in  the  Five  Positions
fifth    position,   and    crossing   either    behind   or   before.
Practise  these  beatings  with  each  leg,  and  see  that  the
knees and feet are turned well outward.

Having  acquired .some  facility  in  these  positions  and
exercises,   the   pupil   can    now    turn   to   the   following
description of ball-room dancing.
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General  Remarks

IN   round  dances,  generally speaking,  the  body must  be
kept   easily   erect,   and   the    most    perfect    equilibrium
maintained;  the  knees  slightly bent  and turned  out,  and
all-the movements made with the greatest fluency.

Jlt is very  import.ant  that  in  raising  the  foot  from  the
fl66r the toes should  be  turned  downward  and the knees
slightly  bent.  xp

In making  a  hop  or  spring, commence by bending the
knees, and, in  alighting,  care  must  be taLen that the toes
touch the floor first.

Well  practise   all  the  steps  of  the  round  dances  by

yourself before attempting them with a partner.
In  the  following  description  of  round  dances   I   ha.ve

only  given  the  gentleman's   steps.     The  steps  for  the
ladies  are  similar,  but  they  should  commence with  right
foot.
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CHAPTER  I

The ,  Polka

THIS dance is remarkably simple, as may be judged from
the  facility   with  which   the   time   is  mastered   by  those
unacquainted  with  .music  or  the  proper  steps.     It  is  in
two-four time,  and  consists  of three steps and one  move-
ment   or   rise.     For   this   rise   the   majority  of  dancers
substitute  a  momentary   pause,   but  it   must   be  clearly
understood that  the  preliminary rise  before the  first  step
in  each  bar, and  which  is  really  executed  on  the  fourth
beat of the previous bar,  and which is counted and, gives
all the  necessary life and  imparts the  lightness and grace
that is requisite for the proper appreciation of this dance.

THE  STEPS.

Preliminary rise :-Rise  on  the  sole  of the  right foot,
having  the  left  foot  raised   behind   and  slightly  pointed
downwards without touching the  floor, count and.

First  Ste¢.
Drop  down  on   the  right  foot,  and  at  the  saine  time

glide the  left  foot to the  second  position,  transferring the
weight of the body thereon,  count one.

Second  Stefi.

With  a  light  spring  on  the  left  foot  bring  the  right
quickly down to the place which the  left foot  occupied, at
the same time raising the left, count two.
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Third  Ste¢-

Spring on to the left foot, at the same time turning half
round  and  drawing  the   right  foot   up   behind,  slightly
pointed downward, count three.

The  three  steps  to  complete  the  circle  are  the  same
as  described,  but  made  by  commencing  with   the   right
foot, which is  the  foot  the  lady commences with.     These
steps  may  be  taken  forwards  or  backwards,  and  to  the
right. or left, by a slight alteration of the first  step.

All the  steps .should  be made with  elasticity,  the  knees
slightly bent, and entirely on the toes.

u

Berlin  Polka.1

The  Bc7#/z.%  is  a  combination  dance  for  couples,  com-
posed   of  tiro   distinct  parts,  each  part  occupying   four
measures of the music.

FIRST  PART.

Position :-The  gentleman  takes  the  lady's  left   hand
in  his  right,  as  in  the  Barn  Dance,  and they commence
with their faces turned in the same direction.

First  Measure.

Polka  step  forward, ` the  gentleman  beginning with his
left (z..c.  outside  foot) and the lady with  her right.    Count
and,  one, two, three.

Second  Measure.

Point   the   foot  nearest  to  partner  (gentleman's  right,
lady's   left)   in   the   fourth   position   (¢..c.   a   little  in  ad-
vance), with the toes  turned  downward,  and  at  the  same
time hop on  the  supporting  leg,  counting  and,  one,  two.

of'M::i:s.deFsf:ipcti{s:nD:fy]£ai±u¥:epr:'[£9%#a£°n'£¢cfrsospsr££::i,bwT€:mission
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Alsatian  Polka
Then  bring  the  pointed  foot to the fifth position  (2..c.  toe
to  the  heel  at  right  angles),  behind  the  supporting  leg,
again  hopping  thereon  in  turning   towards  partner  and
joining opposite  hands,  while  counting  and,  three,  four

Third and Fourth Measure.
Repeat the above  inovements in the opposite direction,

the  gentleman  commencing  with  his  right  and  the  lady
with her left foot.

SECOND   PART.

The  gentleman  holds  his  partner  by  the  waist,  as  in
the  Waltz,  and  thus  they  dance  four  measures  of  the
ordinary Polka  in turning twice  to  the  right, after which
they again jc,in right  and left hands,  and recommence the
first  part.

Alsatian  Polka.1
The £4/j.¢Z3.cz% is a  combination dance composed  of  two

distinct  parts,  each  part  occupying four  measures of  the
music.

FIRST   PART.

This is the same as the fi`rst part of the Bc#/?.~  Polka.

SECOND   PART.

Position :-The   gentleman  holds   his  partner  by  the
waist as in the Waltz,  and  executes four measures of the
Glide or  Coquette pciJJha.

First Measure.
Slide the  left foot  to  the  second  position (G..c. a  little to

the side), counting and, one, two.    Bring the right foot up
to   the  left,   and  simultaneously   slide  the  left  again   to
the  side  (cfeczJsg),  counting  and, three;  then  again  bring

mi]ssToieofe£C:{sprts£.oar:£c¥s:r£¥ya&S'H4u£Jt¢e`;.,a:4£°c'&aarEisn!rtnrtoesdsbRyo:;:dwp.e€
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up  the  right  foot,  transferring  the  balance  of  the  body
to the right leg,  counting four.

Secorid Measure.

The  same  steps   should   be  used  as  in  the  ordinary
Polka in turning to the right to face the opposite direction.

Third and Fourth Measure.
Repeat   the   above    mov,?ments,   beginning   with    the

right foot;  after  which  again  join  right  and  left  hands,
arid recommence the first part.
.   A7.I?.-The above is the  correct form of the dance, but
if the pupil  is unable to  master  the steps  of the  Cogz;c//c,
four measures  of  the  ordinary Polka may be  substituted
as `in  the Bcr/a.#.

The  Heel  and  Toe  Polka.
FIRST   PART.

Holding  as  in  an  ordinary Polka.     First  step :-place
the left  heel on the floor in  second position while making
a slight spring on the right foot,  count one,  two..   Second   `
step:LBring  the  toe  of  the  left  foot  behind  the  right,
simultaneously  make  a.slight  spring  on  the  right,  count
three, four.     Make  a  full  Polka  lnovement  to  left,  count
one,  two,  three,  four (on`e her).

Repeat,  commencing with right foot (two bars).

SECOND  PART.

Polka,  in the ordinary way,  twice round (four bars).

The  Slide  Polka.
FIRST   PART.

T[blding as in the first part of Barn Dance.     Take two
lu]ig galop slides  forward with left  foot (one bar), and as
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The  Two  Step
the  right  foot  is  brought  up  to  the  left  for  the second
time,  Polka forward, starting with left foot (o`ne bar).

Repeat, commencing with  the right foot (two bars).

SECOND  PART.

Polka, in the ordinary way,  twice round (four bars).

The  Coquette  Polka.
Holding   as   in   the  ordinary   Polka.    Take  two  long

galop  slides  to  side with  left  foot (one  bar),  and  as  the
right  foot  is  brought  up  to  the  left  foot  for  the second
time,  Polka half round (one bar).

Repeat, commencing with right foot (two bars).

The  Two  Step  (S¢.#-c¢.gfef J"#4o).

Holding as in the ordinary Polka, slide  the  left foot  to
the second  position,  then  bring  the  right  foot  up  to  the
left,  and  again  slide the  left foot to the side ;  in finishing,
make a half turn to the right (one bar).     This is repeated
with   the  right  foot,  and  again  with  the   left  and  right,
ad l;b.
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CHAPTER   11

Th`e  Tres  Chic

(Six-eight tempo).

Z7y  Z¢G  AUTII0R.      %%Jj.C Jy  ERNEST   ALLAN.

THE Tres Chic is a  dance  for  couples  in  six-eight  time,
and  is  of  a  very  animated  and  lively  character.     It  is
divided into two parts,  each  part  occupying  four  bars  of
music.     In the first part, the  dancers  execute  a  progres-•sive movement,  and in tlie  second part, a  movement  that

is in turn progressive and rotary.
• j7o/ctz.#g.  P¢zZ#G/f.-The   position  of  partners  in  the

first part  is  standing  side  by side, in  the  third  position,
£..c.  the  heel  of  the  front  foot  in  the  hollow of  the  rear
foot, the right foot in front.    The  lady's left hand should
be resting lightly in  the  right hand  of  her  partner, as in
the Barn Dance.

oraFn:¥;rsoe::gddapna::'_Pgrot[nkea:S#nt::i:5ethe:,asinan
F`IRST  PART (Four  Bars).

F;.7:fz I?czar.-The lady commences with  her  right  foot ;
the gentleman with  his  left.    First  Step-Point  the  foot
in the  fourth  posit.ion,  G..c.  a  little  in  advance,  meanwhile
hop   on   the   supportirig   leg.     Second  Step-Bring  the
pointed foot back to  the  third position  in  front,  G..c.  bring
the  heel  of  the  pointed  foot  back  to  the  hollow  of  the
rear  foot, and  at  the  same  time  hop  on  the  foot `that is
behind.

SGco#cZ I?czy.-Commencing  with  the  front  foot (lady's

:;%ttt,o€£:t[::ratE,sp::]f:,,off„:4e,c¢;.i.dFsrt:tp=t3pr=gs:{hdeer:t:
foot  up  to  the  front foot, third  position.    Third  Step-
Again slide the front foot forward.
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The  Schottische
Tldrd. an_d   .Fourth  Bars.-R!f :peer+  th:i 3  iin. cNe  "oNe-

ments,   beginning   with   the   Opposite    foot   (lady's   left,
gentleman's right).

SECOND  PART (Four Bars).

Holding as  in  the  ordinary round  dance, execute  four
cA¢ffe`f,   and   turns  alternately.     FG.ZJZ  j?cz/-Commence
with  (lady's  right  foot,  gentleman's  left)  the  c¢czffc'  de-
scribed  above, and  on  finishing  make  a  half  turn  to the
ir_ghi.  . S_econd Bar~A;g;irn cirass6 a:]ndtiITri.    Third and
Foe4_r_th Bars-RI€pe;at..

jvo/e.-In  making  the  first  step  of the  c4czJre` in  this
part of  the  dance,  slide  the  foot  to  the  second  position,
g..c'.  a little  to  the  side,  instead  of  to  the  fourth  position,
which  is in  front.

`  The  Schottische
The Schottische  is  a  dance  for  couples  in  common or

four-four  time.     It  consists  of  two  parts,  each  differing
in character,  and  occupying together  four  bars of  music.
The first part  consists of eight steps,  or  rather  six  steps
and  two  hops;  the  second  part  is  a  rotary  movement
accomplished  by  four  hops  on  alternate  feet,  describing
two turns,  or,  a  pleasant  variation  may be  given  to  this
dance by the  introduction  of  the  waltz-step,  in  place  of
the  hops,  in  the  second  part.    The  latter  style  of  per-
forming the second part has  become very general,  and its
accomplishment  is  helped   by  counting  "one,  and  two,"
" three and four," for a  bar  of  the  music,  this  giving,  as
it  were,  six  counts  for  the  waltzlsteps,  the  second  a.nd
fifth  waltz-steps  being  taken  lightly  and  rapidly  to  the
word  `` and.''

The  Steps

FIRST  PART (Two Bars).

First  Step.-Bend  both  knees  slightly,  and  slide  the
left foot to second position, resting the weight of the body
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tlicrcon.    Second Step-With a  light  spring  on  the  left
root  bring  the   right  to  the  place  of  the  left,  and  in  so
doing   point   the  latter   in  the   second  position,   slightly
miscd.    Third  Step-Transfer  tbe  whole  weight  of the
I.ody to  the  left  leg while `bending the  knee,  and  simul-
tnncously raise the right foot behihd to the third position,
with  the  toe pointed  downwards.      Fourth   Step-Hop
very slightly on  the left foot.

Repeat  the  movement,  commencing with the  right foot
(t.he  foot  the  lady  commences  with),  finishing  with  the
weight of the body on the right foot.    This completes two
bars,   and   should   be   counted   "one,   two,   three,   hop,''
" one,  two,  three,  hop."

SECOND  PART (Two  Bars).

First  Step.-Transfer  the. whole  weight  of the  body
to the left leg while bending the knee, and simultaneously

;ao£[:]etetEed:££:tw:°r%ts.behs::;ntdh]rsdtepp°L±fi°on;*rhyt#:htt:;
on tlie left, and in doing so turn half round.    Third Step--
Right    foot    down.      Fourth`  Step-Hop,   turning   half
I.ound.

do#haotp.:,he  ab`°Ve  four  Steps,  counting  «down,   hop,
The   second   part   is   now   generally   waltzed   as   ex-

l),aimed.

American  Schottische  (Coacoro~  /c"¢¢o).

By  the  A:IVTHOR.

I Iold as in the ordinary Polka, Waltz, &c.

FIB:SH  BA.R (Pas  de Bourr6e.)

Slide   left   foot   to   side   (second   position),  cou\nt   one.
Ill.iiig   riglit   foot  up   to   left   foot  (third  position),  count
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American  Schottische
two.     Slide   left   foot   to   side   (second   position),   count
three.     Bring  right  foot  up  to  left  foot  (third  position),
count four.

SECOND  BAR  (CYzczj.fc` and  Two  Step).

Slide   left   foot   to   side   (second   position),  `count   one.
Bring  right   foot   up   to   left   foot   (third   position),   and
simultaneously  slide  left  foot   to   side  (second  position),
count  and,   and   drop  the  weight  on   same,   count   two.
Bring  right  foot   up  to  left  foot   (third  position),  count
and  (cAczJJ4.      Slide  left  foot  to  side  (second  position),
count    three.     Bring   right   foot   up   to   left   foot   (third
position),  count  and,  and  simultaneously  slide   left   foot
to side (second  position),  and  drop  the  weight  on  same,
count four.     In  finishing  make  a  half turn  to  th?  right,
count and (Two Step).

THIRD  BAR (Two  Step).

Commencing  with  right  foot,  repeat  the  last  half  bar
twice,   turning  once   round,   count   one,   and,   two,   and,
three,  and,  four,  and.

FouRTil  BAR (Pczs fly:cz#clee' and Two  Step).

Step  right  foot  backward  (fourth  position),  count  one.

ffe¢Pf#£„fle°4°):bsa[C£E:ar:[gh{fi:ou:;hba:3Sjta!::)'(focu°rutEtp:¥i:

i;:o:r)db§§£u±££t:rn:):r{:o:iunrtthgnr£::F]]:e::)1,mf:[t:anu:::1:?yt:I:gdh;::f§§:
on it, count four.     In  finishing  make  a  half  turn  to  the
right, count and (Two Step).
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CHAPTER   Ill

The  Waltz

WAI,TZING  is  a  species  of  dancing  that  owes  its  origin
to  the   Germans;   it   was  first  introduced  into  Swabia,
one  of  the  nine  circles  of  Germany, and thence into the
neighbouring  provinces,   and   throughout   the   European
Continent.     Its  original  method,  both  in  steps  and  hold-
ing., has  been  greatly  improved,  and  it  has  now  become
the most fashionable and agreeable  form of dancing.

I  shall  not  here  enter  into  a  description of the many
waltzes  that  have  from   time  to  time  been  put  forward
as  "f=IN,  Hop,  Glide,   Deu%   Tchps,  Trots   Temps,  8Kf:.
&c.,  for it would  serve  no  good  purpose;  but rather en-
deavour  to  explain   what   I   consider   the   simplest   and
at   the   same   time   the   correct    steps   a`nd   movements
necessary   to   show   how   the   feet   should   be   used  .in
waltzing.     I  must,  however,  emphatically  say  that  only
a  small  insight  can  be  obtained  from  a  written  descrip-
tion of our favourite dance.

The  steps  set  forth  are  for  the  gentleman;  the  ]ady's
are the same, but  should  commence with  the  fourth  step
and right foot, six steps completing the circle.

Stand  facing  the  wall  on  the  right-hand  side  of  the
room, with  the  feet  in  the  third  position,  the  right  foot
in   front,  as  shown   in   the   illustration   below   with  the
weight of the body sustained on the right leg.  '

First  Step.-Commence  by  sliding  the  left  foot   for-
ward,   meanwhile   turning   a   quarter   to   the   right   on
the  ball   of  the   right   foot, .transferring   the  weight   of
the   body  to  the   left  leg.    This  double  movement  has
the effect of leaving  the  left  foot  at  the  side and slightly
at  the back of the right foot.     (See  Illustration No.I).
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The  Waltz
Second  Step.-Draw  the  right  toe  very lightly  up  to

and slightly past the left heel.     (See  Illustration  No.  2.)
Third  Step.-Turn  nearly  half  round  on  the  sole  of

the  left  foot,  while  slightly  pressing  on  the  toe  of  the
right,  and  simultaneously  draw  the  left  foot  up  to  the
right foot into the  third  position  behind, transferring  the
weight of the body to the left leg.    (See Illustration No. 3.)

F`ourth Step.-Slide the right foot forward, transferring
the weight of the body to same.+(See Illustration  No. 4.)

FifthStep.-Passthelefttoeforward,meanwhileslightly
turn to the right on the ball of the right foot.    The weight
of the body should be kept on the right foot, but sufficient
pressure  on  the  floor  must  be  used  to  keep  the  left  foot
in  its  position.     This  double movement  has  the effect  of
leaving  the  left  foot  pointed  at  the  side, and  slightly  at
the back of the right.    (See Illustration No.  5.)

Sixth  Step.-Quickly  throw  the  weight  on  to  the  left
leg, an`d  draw  the  right  foot  up  to  and  in  front  of the
left, transferring the weight of the  body to the  right  leg.
(Se;o}:[¥;:±=a[t:°:a¥f;g6.2nyofthesemovements,ifthefoot

is  lifted,  the  toe  must  always  be  the  first  to  reach  the
floor.     It  should  be  pointed  out  that  in perfect waltzing
the feet are never completely raised from the floor.

IVo/g  //.-Slightly  bend  the  knees,  and  make  all  the
steps with fluency.

JVoJc  ///.-Keep  the  body  easily erect,  and  a  perfect
equilibrium  will thus be maintained.

ivo/c  /y.-In  turning,  the  movement  of  turning  the
bodyisofquiteasmuchimportanceastheactionofthefeet.

.IV:oJc   y.-After   having  practised  the  steps,   try  and
make   the   whole   Waltz   turn   without   thinking   of  the
movements-try to do them automatically.

The  Reverse  Valse
The  " Reverse "  is  one of the most pleasing variations

of  the Waltz, and  the  following  are the actual steps,  but
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The   R`everse  Valse

::fuma
the  mere  perusal  and practf ce of
a master will  not  enable  a  pupil  t

without the aid  of
nce,  they will help

him a little only.
I  have  not  illustrated  these steps,  but if the pupil will

carry the illustrations of the ordinary Waltz to a looking-
glass,  and commence by looking at No. 4, and then Nos. 5,
6,   I,   2,  3,  he  will  find  that  the  mirror  will  reflect  the
correct positions,  as explained below.

Stand  facing  the  direction  in which  you wish to go-
on  the  rig`nt-hand  side of  the room-with the feet in the
third position, the left foot in front, and the weight of the
body sustained on the right leg.

First  Step.-Slide  the  left  foot  forward,  transferring
the weight of the body to same.

Second   Step.-Pass   the    right   toe    forward,  mean-
while  slightly turn  to  the left  on the ball of the left foo.t.
The weight  of  the  body should  be  kept  on  the left foot,
but  sufficient  pressure  on the floor must. be used to keep
the right foot in its position.     This  double movement has
the effect of leaving the right foot pointed at the side,  and
slightly at the back of the left.

Third   Step.-Quickly  throw   the   weight   on   to   the
right  leg,  and  draw the left foot up to and in front .of the
right, transferring the weight of the body to the left leg.

Fourth   Step.-Slide   the   right  foot   forward,  niean-
while  turning  a  quarter  to  the left on the ball of the left
foot, transferring the weight of  the  body to the right leg.
This  double  movement has the effect of leaving the right
foot at the side and slightly at the back of the left foot.

Fifth  Step.-Draw the  left  toe  very  lightly up  to and
slightly past the right heel.

Sixth  Step.-Turn  nearly  half  round  on   the  sole  of
the  right  foot, while  slightly pressing  on  the  toe  of  the
left,  and simultaneously draw the right foot into the third
position behind, transferring the weight of the body to the
right leg.
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CHAPTER   IV

Advice  to  Waltzers'

DURING  the  many years that  I have devoted to teaching
dancing,  there  has  seldom  passed  a day in which  I  have
not  had  some  pupils  for  instruction in the Waltz.     It is
rarely   that   each  new   pupil  does   not,  by  his  imperfect
performance,  and  his  less  or  greater  progress,   suggest
some profitable hint on the theory of the dance.

Under  the  title  of Advice. to Waltzers I have  brought
together  such. of  my observations as seem most essential
for a pupil's  ihstruction.     The  conducting  of the  lady is
not  the  most  easy,  nor  the  least   dcricate   part   of   the
gentleman's    duty.      A   thousand   rocks   present   them-
selves  to  him  the  moment  he  finds  himself in  the  ball-
room.      If  he   at  all  touches   the  other   dancers,   if  he
cannot  keep  clear of  the  unpractised  ones,  if  he  is  not
sure of  the  time of  the  music, or  even  when  his  partner
loses  itj  then  he  cannot  be  considered  a  good  Waltzer.
This  experience  of conducting  or  leading  a  lady  is  not
acquired without  much  practice,  and  the  academy has in
this  respect, it  must  be owned, advantages over the ball-
room.     It allows  the pupil an opportunity of familiarising
himself with  the  crowd,  offering  him,  as  it were,  a  pre-
liminary glance  at  the  crush of a ball-room.     He is thus
nble  to  practise  beforehand,  to  .gain  experience,  to  find
assurance, and  not  to serve in the midst of the ball-room
an  apprenticeship  which  is  always,  and  particularly  on

:'tr::anpo¥e::aonucgefiToor:Coral::st:nt8ur::etfhu:.|adTyoaT;[at;swt£]:
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Advice  to  Waltzers
same  way;  it  is  requisite  to  know  how at  one  time  to
balance  or  rest,  making  the  waltz-step  obliquely  to  the
right or left, and at another in a straight line, to turn to the
left  (reverse)  as well  as  turn  to the right, is not without
grace when executed in time.    If there is sufficient space,
the  dancer  should  extend   his   step,  but  if  the  space  is
small and the room full, it is necessary for him to be able
to confine his movements and steps ;  in fact, to know how
to shade and blend the dance is one of the great merits of
the waltzer.

A  dancer who  is  not  quite  sure  of  himself  would  do
wrong  to  undertake  all  these  changes  prematurely,  for
fear  of  acquiring  bad  habits.     It  should  be remembered
that to be  able to  make all the  changes  in this  exquisite
dance much  practice is wanted,  and  a  pupil who  has not
acquired  all  the  skill  and  ease  requisite,  loses  his  step,
sometimes  his  equilibrium,  and  in  any case, compels the
employment of  a force upon  his  partner, which  the rules
of  the dance can never allow.     I would  here  like to drop
a  word   to  experienced  waltzers  about  reversing.     My
point is that  reversing  is  the  accessory only of waltzing,
and not the principal.   I have seen, in my own experience,
dancers  who  have  attained  a  certain  proficiency,  yet, in
time, have lost their style.   By persisting in reversing too
much they have  become  stiff, constrained  in their  move-
ments, their  steps  unnatural,  while  they  have  gradually
lost  the  power  of  moving  freely  and  naturally;.and  all
this from  a fancy for  devoting  themselves  exclusively to
reversing, which,  when  abused,  is  nothing  more  than  a
peculiar  trick  of  strength.    We  should  abstain  entirely
from this  practice in crowded  rooms where we  have  only
a confined  space.    A  couple  reversing  the  whole  length
of  a  room,  direct  themselves   with   less  facility  than   a
couple  who  are  continually  changing.    To  jostle,  or  be
jostled,  in a dance is always, if  not a  grave fault, at  least
one  of  those  unfortunate  accidents  that  cannot  be  too
carefully avoided.
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Now,.if  it  be  a fact  that  it  is  only with  extreme  care

and  labour  that  we are  able  to  direct  or  steer  ourselves
in  a ball-room,' what is the use of creating difficulties, and
going out of our way to meet a danger, out of which there
are so few chances of escaping with credit.

A great  consideration in  good waltzing  is  that of car-
riage, a point  no  less essential than  all the  rest, and  one
tlie  master-a  good  master-cannot  neglect without the
greatest  injury  to  his  pupils.     It  is  fruitless  to  tell  the
pupil  that  he  can  execute  the  steps  correctly,  if,  a,t  the
same  time,  his  arm  is  distorted,  his  back  bent,  and  his
legs stiff.   I should never expect a pupil with such carriage
to make a waltzer.

It  is  considered  fashionable  by  some  gentlemen,  and,

:ob°avs:ua#'ebay;::uis{:icaa]iee€t:tn£:nsfe:f:ite¥:e€agr°{:8eya[kz::S;
imagine that  anybody could  not  be  called a  good  dancer
who  had  not   some  sort  of  mannerism,   either  in  fully
extending  the  arm  at  the  risk  of  blinding  the  nearest
couple,  or  in  stretching  out  the  hands  like  a  handle,  or
holding the  lady by the arms or at extreme  arms' length,
or,  in  a  word,  by  affecting  some  singularity  of attitude.
Good taste, however, must condemn all these affectations,
which  do  a  real  injury  tp  the  dance,  and  can  only  be
classed as the  little contrivances of those who, lacking all
real   knowledge,   think   thus   to   distinguish   themselves.
The  best  way  is  to  hold  the  lady  quite  simply  by  the
waist,  as  directed  in  another  part  of  this  work.     Such
attitudes as  I condemn are not only wanting in good taste,
but they render really graceful wa.Itzing a physical impossi-
bility.    While  offering  my advice to  gentlemen,  I cannot
abstain  from  cautioning  the  ladies.     It  would be, doubt-
less, superfluous to  insist with  them  on  the  necessity  of

:::indtai:ifegs:.g:Plc.e;'|haen:s:,avt:sra:.a:t:t*re:c?eu:Ib;e::eT:
partner, to trust, if  hc be a  good waltzer, entirely to him,
without  in  any  way  endeavouring  to  follow  their  own
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Advice  to  Waltzers
fancies.    The lady who,  in  the  middle  of  the  ball-room,
should herself try to avoid the other couples, would run the
risk of interfcrjng with the lead of her partner, who  alone
is  responsible  for  her  safety  in  the  midst of the dancers
crossing  and  recrossing.     In   the   same  way,  when  the
lady desires to rest, she should warn her partner, and not
stop midway of her own accord.    To the  gentleman only
belongs  the  choice  of  a  place where  he may rest  her  in
safety.

Good waltzers are scarce  nowadays  among the  gentle-
men,  but it must be observed, at the risk of being thought
ungallant,  that  the  number  is  equally limited  among  the
ladies.    One may well be surprised at this, considering all
their natural qualities of grace and lightness.

6o

CHAPTER  V

Importance  of  Instruction

IT  has  been  too  generally imagined  that  actual  study of
the Waltz  is  almost  utmecessary for the ladies,  that their
part  consists  only of being  led,  they have  only to  follow
their partner without any need of preliminary knowledge.
I}eyond doubt the gentleman's  part  is  most arduous, and,
lo   all  appearance,  he  has  more to do, since  he  must  act
at the same  time  for  himself and for  his  partner;  but to
s{iy  that  the  lady's  part  is  altogether  easy,  and   not  to
:idmit that she also has her part to do,  is an error against
which  I  cannot  too  strongly  protest.     A  bad  waltzer is
certainly  a  real  scourge  for  the  ladies,   and   it  may  be
easily  conceived   that  they  seek   to  guard   against  him;
but it must also be admitted  that a bad  cJcz/Lfcz/j.e-and we
cflnnot  deny that  they  too  may  be  found-is  a  scarcely
less inconvenience.     Not  only does  her want  of  skill in-
convenience  herself,  but  it  tires,  and  even  paralyses  her
partner,   who,   with   all   his   strength   and   skill,   cannot

:r:Epi[eym£:rwt£:a]fi¥dasnth:fh]::°`Wo]e€g:ce°fwtit££aFacde;af_
together    inexperienced    is    reduced   to   the   lamentable
necessity  of  employing  force,   which,   to   say  tlie  least,
iiifallibly   destroys  all  harmony ;  he   no  longer  waltzes;
lic raises, he  supports, he  drags  along the dead weight of
liis partner.

Ladies who  imagine  that a few trials  made  in  private,
ui.   under  the  instruction   of  some  indulgent  friend,  will

•            t`ii:ible them  to  appear with  success  in  public, very much
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Importance  of  Instruction
deceive themselves ;  and when  I  say that the  advice  of a
master,  a  first-class  master  I  mean,  is  always  useful,  if
not   absolutely   indispensable,   I   hope   I   shall   not   be
accused  of thinking  in  a  n*rrow  professional  spirit.      I
have nothing in view but the  delights  and  advance of the
art of waltzing.

It is a master only, who, by virtue  of his  position, may
venture to point  out  to  a  lady  the  real  execution  of the
step,  and the  carriage  she  should  maintain.     Is  it  in  the
midst  of  a  ball, when  the  gentleman.  is  on  the  point  of
starting,  that  he  can  take  upon  himself to  tell  the  lady
that her  steps  are  imperfect, her  hand  badly placed,  that
she  leans  heavily  on  his  arm,  and  throws   herself  too
much  backward  or  forward, and  so  many details,  which
from   want   of   being    pointed   out   at   first,   engenders
defects   that   may   be   considered   as   irremediable?      A
gentleman may scrupulously correct  himself,  he may hear
the   truth   from  his   friends,   but  a  lady  is  much   more
likely  to  be  flattered  than  admonished.     It  is  a  master
only who  will  undertake  the  painful  but  necessary  task
of censure,  or at  least  he will  point  out  those  indispens-
able  principles,  which  are  the  fruit  of observation,  and
which  all  the  intelligence  in  the world,  unless supported
by theory,  is  unable to  supply.     For  the  rest,  and with-
out  seeking  in  `any  wise  to  palliate  the  extreme  rigour
of my  advice,   I  ought  to  add  that  a  few  lessons  have
nothing very alarming  in  them ;   the  lady's  education  in
dancing   is   much   more   quickly   accomplished  than  the
gentleman's.      Most   of  the  ladies   who   have  entrusted
themselves  to  my  tuition  have  been  prepared  to  figure
at   a   ball   after  a  very  few  lessons,  especially  if  they
have   had   a   good   partner.     We   may   easily  ,conceive
that  much  less  is  necessary  to  be  done  for the  carriage
of  the   ladies,   who  are   naturally   graceful;   it   is   only
the  first  steps   that  must  be  acquired   by   them :   their
peculiar  aptitude  for every kind  of dance  soon  outstrips
the lesson of the master.
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I  would  here  like  to  remind  teachers, (and  I  do  not

doubt  but  that  these  remarks  of  mine will  be  read by a
few, and they are offered to them more in the way of letting
them  know my  opinion  than  of offering  any  instruction,
which is  far  from  my  mind,)that  in  reg`ulating  the  steps
and   the  carriage  of  my  pupils   I  always  endeavour  to
preserve  the  characteristics  of  each,  and  take  care  that
while   the   pupils   appear   graceful   in  their   movements,
they  still  remain  themselves.    I  have  noticed-and,   no
doubt, others have done  the  same-that there are almost
as  many sorts  of waltzers  as  there  are  kinds of dances.
One  is  distinguished by his  springiness ;  his movements,
without being exactly out of form, have not the prescribed

regularity,  but  he  makes  amends for these defects by theinnppreciable   qualities   of   strong   movement.     Another
waltzes smoothly and  calmly;  if  he  does  not  carry away
his partner, in  amends  he  impresses  upon  her a  motion
calm  and  sweet, which  although  in  merit opposite to the
dancer  of  spirit,  does  not the  less  constitute  one  of the
qualities  of  a  good  dancer.     I  always  am  careful not  to
attempt   reforming  any  of  these   peculiarities  which   are
often   the  result  in  each  individual   of  constitution   and
ll`1ture.

That  a  certain waltzer  is  preferred  to  another  in  the
tlancing world  is  not  at  all  surprising;  it  often  happens
iiot   because  one   is   superior   to   the   other,   but   simply           '
liecausc  his   or  her  step   is   more   in   harmony.     These
ilifferences  constitute  one   of  the   great   charms   of  the
•lancer.     The  expert  waltzer  has the  prospect  of finding
;I  partner  more  suitable  at  every  fresh  invitation.     Uni-
I.>rmity exists only for novices or the  unpractised.

I   cannot  terminate  these  remarks  without  offering  a
`i:w  words of advice to Pupils in their choice  of a  master.
If  they wish  to  secure  success  and  learn  how  to  dance
iiropcrly,  it  is  absolutely`essential  that  the  pupil  should
•tht.Tin the assistance  of  some really good  teacher-I  say
" I „`ll.y good  teacher," because there exist (and  I  must  be
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plain to be thoroughly understood) so many bad teachers,
so  many that  do  not  even understand what  is  meant  by
the term " teacher," are  so  really ignorant  of  everything
that appertains  to  the  art  of  dancing  or  refined society,
that to call them teachers of dancing is both insulting and
defamatory to  the profession.     These  so-called  teachers,
allured by the hope  of gain,  possessing, perhaps, a slight
knowledge derived from some teacher who had no proper
method,   assume   the   role   of   masters,   open   so-called
academies, and  draw unwary pupils together by bills and
advertisements  set  forth  in   the  most  plausible  manner,
and  in which, perhaps, every kind  of dancing  is  enume-
rated.     Some  of these  gentlequen  never  even  attempt  to
show  or  explain  fl  single  step,  which  is  perhaps  very
fortunate for their pupils,  and, if they did,  they could not
properly explain why the  pupil  should  take  it,  and  what
would  be  the  result  if they  did  otherwise.   From  such
a  class   of  teachers  no  good  dancers  are   ever  likely  to
be   produced,   they   set   no   example   wo'rth   the   pupil's
emulation;  true,  the  pupil  may  acquire  a  certain  know-
ledge  of  a  few  movements  by  being  pulled  and  pushed
about, but this is all, and the real object is never attained.
I  dare  say that  the  pupils  of these  teachers, having  no
opportunity given them of seeing correct dancing,  believe
that  their  teachers  are  the  persons  they  assume  to  be;
the  fraud  is   rarely  discovered   until  too   late,  but  they
get  so  grounded  in  bad  habits, as  to  render  more  `time
necessary  for  their  eradication  (if  it  is  possible  at  all)
than  can  collveniently  be  spared.     Therefore,  the  pupil
will see that I)atronising these so-called  academies,  which
are  open  every  night  in  the  week,  and  which  are  often
frequented  by  large  num`bers  of  people  in  consequence
of   tile   low   charge   for   three   or   four   hours'  instruc-
tion,   is  quite  a  mistake;   at   no   time   can   the   pupils

?ahnoce:tt:tn:ssiuc:atE::ci:rerveegrre:xtEeacttst:chbep|f:e"sglee,xitsot
at all,
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I should advise the pupil, when selecting a teacher, not

to  be  deterred  by  his  fee,  providing  it  is  not  Zoo  high;
a guinea well expended,  and which results  in  a  few good
lessons and consequent advancement, must be better than
a few shillings  and  much time wasted  on  acquiring what
is wrong and imperfect.



CHAPTER  VI

The  Barn  Dance
(Comunon tem¢on.

THIS   popular,   simple,    and   easily   acquired'  dance,   if
gracefully  executed,  is  of  a  very  animated  and  pleasing
character;   but   if  made   the   occasion   for   practising   a
display  of  rowdy  high  kickings  and  noisy  floor  stamp-
ings,  as  only too  many of  its  votaries  do  when  dancing
it,  the dance becomes an apparently senseless scramble.

The   dance   should    be   really   called    the   "Military
Schottische," that  being  the  name  by which  it  was  first
known   in    England    some    thirteen    years   ago.      Our
American   cousins   frequently   danced   it   to  a   popular
tune  called  "Dancing  in   the  Barn,"  and   the  abbrevia-
tion of this has given us our present Barn  Dance.

The  position  of  partners  for  the  first  part  (four bars)
is   standing   side   by  side,   the  lady's  left   hand   resting
lightly in  the  right  hand  of  her partner.     In  the  second
part  (four  bars),  partners  dance  together  as  in  an  ordi-
nary round dance.

FIRST  PART.

First  Step-Slide  the  left  foot  forward  to  the  fourth
position,  and  balance  on  the  left  leg.     Second   Step-
With  a  light  spring  on  the  left  foot  bring  the  right  to
the  place  of  the  left,  and   in   so  doing  point  the  latter
(slightly  raised)  in  the  fourth  position  in  front.     Third
Step-Spring   forward  on  to   the  left   foot,   raising   the
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The  Galop
i.ight  behind.     Fourth  Step-Make`a  slight  hop  on  the
sole  of  the  left  foot, and  extend  the  right  in  front, with
the toe pointed downwards.

Repeat the movement,  commencing with  the  right  foot
(the foot the lady commences with).

The  two  movements  are  again  repeated   to  complete
the first four bars.

SECOND  PART.

Holding  as  in  an  ordinary  round  dance,  waltz   four
bars,  as explained in the Schottische.

The  Galop
rd           A  very  lively  dance,   and   at  one   time  very  popular.

It  is  now  only  introduced  at  the  end  of  a  programme.
The  music  is  in  two-four  time,  and,   as  a  rule,  played
quickly.    There  are  two  kinds   of  steps  used-one  for
going  forward  and  the  other  for  turning  round.    The
turning  movement is accomplished by using the  ordinary

yhae]tszecsot:E'acn°du#tEgst°eE:::£etrn°;t°tnheeawnodrdtY,0:n]de.::!n8

THE  STEPS  FOR  THE  FORWARD  MOVEMENT.

First  Step-Slide  the  left  foot  to  the  second  position,
with  a  gentle spring  on  the right.    Second  Step-Bring
the  right  foot  up  to  the  left,  with  a  light  spring  on  the
[efkepeat  ¢¢  /z.G.,  remembering  to  keep  the  left  foot  in

front.
The  No+eltina  (Cooworo~ /gov¢o).

.Z}j;  ffee  AUTHOR.      tl¢:„j.c.c 4y  KARL  KAps.
•    The Noveltina is  a dance for couples,  divided into two

parts, each  part  occupying  four  bars  of  the  music.     In
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The  Noveltina
the first  part  the  dancers  execute  a /ogfr Jc z%¢z.„,  and  in
the second four bars of ordinary waltz.

FIRST  PART.

j7o/Jz.#g Pcz//7¢c7ij.-Stand  in  the  third  position, right
foot in  front,  z..c.  the heel of  the front  foot  in  the  hollow
of  the  back  foot, facing  each  other.     Each  should  be  a
little to each other's right, the lady with  her  back  to the
wall,  the  gentleman with  his  back  to  the  middle  of the
room,  with right hands joined and slightly raised.

Fz.rj.Z Bcz/.-The  lady commences with  her  right foot,
the  gentleman with  his  left.     First  Step-Slide the foot
forward (fourth  position) and  transfer the  balance of  the
body to  same.     Second  Step-Bring  the  hollow  of the

fa::k££:ro:t|]|[i:tt::;i:;!£t:,:teooitt;iefo:;:::terfa:I:t:.(at:ir£::p::§]i:3tni:
front   foot   (fourth  position).      Fourth  Step-Bring  the
heel  of  the  front  foot  down  to  the   hollow of  the  back
foot (third position),  still keeping the weight  on  the  rear
foot.

rfg£€,„g„edntfe4m,;TsC:emftT,e:c:£gtwh{rtehet£:r:+::::ot:;S]:g¥§
to move around each other,  counting one,  two,  three,  and
on the fourth beat bring the rear foot (lady's  left, gentle-
man's  right),  with a slightly circular step, in front of  the
forward   foot   (third   position).      This   movement  should
bring  the  dancers  half  round  and  facing  the  opposite
direction.

Third  and  Fourth  Bars.-:R!€peat  th:i 3  chcfrve  roll >Nc+
ments, starting with the opposite foot (lady's  left,  gentle-
man's right),  back  to original place.

SECOND   PART.

Holding as in an ordinary round dance, waltz four bars,
as explained in the Schottische.
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The   Polka-Mazurka    .

The  Polka-Mazurka

A   much   neglected,   though   elegant   dance.      It   is   in
three-four  time,  and  consists of  six  steps, on  the  last of
wliich a half-turn is made.     Hold as in all ordinaryround
(lance.

First   Step-Glide   the   left   foot   to   second   position,•transferring   the   weight   of  the   body   thereon.     Second

Step-With a light spring on the left foot, bring the right
up to  the place  which  the left  occupied,  at  the  same  time
raising the left.    Third Step-Draw the left  foot back to
the side of  the  right leg,  the toe  pointed downward  and
off  the floor, then  hop on  the  right foot.     Fourth,  Fifth,
and Sixth Steps-Polka half round.

Repeat  czc7 /z.d.
The first three  steps  should  be  taken  sideways,  part-

ners facing each other.
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CHAPTER  VII

The  Redowa

THE  Redowa,  when  first  introduced, began with  a  pro-
menade  movement,  but  it  is  now  generally  commenced
with  the circular figure.     It  is  in  three-four  time.     The
original form of this dance is almost  lost, a  kind of elon-
gated polka step being substituted  for it.     No one who is
really  acquainted  with  the  original   method  would  ever
commit this error.

First Step-Spring on to the  left  foot  into  the  second    -
position,  turning half round  and  well  bending  the  knee;
the  right  foot  meanwhile  being  drawn  up close  in  front
over the  instep of  the left, then gliding it  along  the  floor
into  the  second   position.      Second   Step-Transfer  the
weight of the body to the right foot.    Third Step-Draw

;Pet:a:::fttofi?t:tr:rst£:gfitfi[::i:Sh[:i:I:gE:[hy±¥:'fraonndLreFS:utrtfh
Step-Spring on to the right foot into the fourth position
with   bended  knee,  then  turn  half  round,  at  the  same
time  bringing  the left foot close up behind  the  right, and

¥i:::feer]tehf:fw°£:11:n*°e::]fhes:::Egg::]yt£:on.theFi:tf?.Stse±¥=
Step-Draw  up the  right  foot  into  the  fifth  position  in
front and rest the weight thereon.

The  Highland Schottische

An extremely vigorous dance to common time and very
popular  with  advanced  pupils,  allowing  them  to  display
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their  skill  in  a variety of difficult  Highland  steps, which
in  any dance  but this worild be considered bad form.     It
occupies  eight  bars  of  music,   and  is   divided   into   two
parts of four bars each.

In order  to  perform  the fiist  part,  the  couples  should
face each other at a very short distance, both commencing
with the  right foot, the  left  arms  raised  above  the  head,
and the right arms  akimbo.    The  description I  give is of
a. very simple  movement, and which is, indeed, all that is
necessary for ordinary performance.

FIRST  PART.

::cF:]i:dtlpe:f;::P:¥itpo:e£::gofdpt¥::r§eifri:o#pt:i:I:]h!eo:i:nfi:ae:dodolti]±aii:
simultaneously  raise  the  right   behind  the   left.     Third
Step-Hop on the  left foot, and simultaneously point  the
right in the  second position.     Fourth  Step-Hop on  the
left foot, and at  the same tinie  raise the  right in front  of
left.   F`ifth,  Sixth, Seventh and Eighth Steps-Schottische
step  (first   bar)   to   right.      In   the  last   four  steps  the
dancers pass away from each other to the right.

Repeat  the eight steps, commencing with  the  left foot.
`        The  last  four  steps  should  bring  the  dancers  opposite

each other again.
SECOND   PART.

Link right  arms, each  raising  the  left, place  the  right
foot down and hop, counting one, two ; then place the left
foot down and hop, counting three, four ; repeat,  counting
one,  two,   three,  four;  while  doing  this   begin   to  move
forward  and  round  each   other.      During  the   last   hop
release  the   partner's  right  arm  and  link  the  left,  now
raise  the  right  and  make  a  corresponding  tour  in   the
reverse direction with the same steps.

In finishing  the  last  hop,  separate  from  your  partner,
71 •,,;ij
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The  Varsoviana
and  commence the first  movement  by pointing  the  right
foot, with a slight hop on the left.

The  Varsoviana  (jI4lc!¢2¢rA¢  /g#zjDc7).

This   dance  is   a   very  simple,   easy  one,   and  at  one
time   was   very   popular;   although   now  rarely  seen,   it
forms  a  delightful variation to  many much more  popular
dances.

The first  step was,  in fact,  nothing  but the  Polka with
the   knee  well   bent   on   the  /.e/Z4   or   third   movement,
turning half round, the opposite foot  being slightly raised
behind  in  the fifth  position;  this  occupies  one  bar.     At
four (the commencement of the second  bar), the  bent knee
is  gradually straightened,  and  the  other foot  at the same
time  being  gracefully slid  into   the  second  position,  the
toe   being  extensively   poiiited,  and   the   head  and  body
inclining   towards   it,   pausing   in   that   position   till   the
remainder  of  the  bar  is  finished.

The same  step is  again  performed with  the  right foot,
and  continued   alternately   for   sixteen   bars,   each   step
reqTuirefns€ctowna%::;::nms¥sst£:::rtitesficr°s:]B]aert;#thepo|ka-

Mazurka (where  the  beat  behind  occurs).     This  is  done
twice,  occupying two bars  of  music, and  followed  by one
step of the first movement,  requiring two more bars.

This  step,  as well  as  the third, requiring four  bars for
its  completion, is  only  performed  four  times.    The  first
movement being repeated after each of them.

The third  part, improperly called Redowa, is  in reality
nothing but the first step danced three times before point-
ing the foot  in the second  position,  pausing ;  or,  in other
words,  it  is the Polka  movement  danced  with  bent  knee
three   times   successively   before   pointing   the   opposite
foot.
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CHAPTER  VIII

The  Washington  P6st
(Six-eight teap¢o).

THE  following   is   the  popular  way  of  performing   this
dance.

Pofz./z.o#.-The  gentleman stands  behind the lady with
his   right   Shoulder   level   with   her  I-ight   shoulder,   both
hands  joined  above  the  lady's  shoulders, right  hand  to
right, left  hand to left  hand.     Both commence with  right
foot.

FIRST  PART  (Four Bars).

First Step-Spring upwards from  both feet  and  alight
on  the  left foot (toes),  with  the  right foot  pointed  in  the
second position.    Second Step-Spring upwards from the
left foot,  and  simultaneously  bring  the  right  behind  the
left (one  bar).     Again  spring  on  the  left foot  and  point
the  right   in  second   position,   then   with   another   slight
spring  on  the  left,  pass   the  right  foot  in  front  of  left
(one bar).

Repeat   the  four  steps, commencing with  the  left  foot
(two bars).

SECOND  PART  (Four Bars).

Take four long  galop slides  obliquely forward with the
right foot (two bars).     Repeat with left foot (two bars\
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The  Waltz  Two  Step

The  Waltz  Two  Step ( Wr¢//z /gor¢o).
By the  A!HTHf jR.

FIRST  PART (Four  Bars).

Holding  as  in  the  first  part  of  the  Barn  Dance,  step
forward  on  left  foot, count one;  pass  and  point,  off  the
floor,  the  right  foot,  count  two;  and  hop  on  left,  count
three (one bar).

Repeat,  commencing with  right foot (one bar).

SI]CONr)   PART  (Six  Bars).

Holding as in tile ordinary VIrfltz, c`xecute three cA¢ffc'f
movements  and  half  turns,  ¢..c.  slide  the  left  foot  to  the
side (second position), count one, two ;  bring the right foot
up  to  the  left  foot  (third  position),. count three  (one bar);
again   slide   the   left   foot   to   the   side,  and   in   finishing
make a half-turn to the right (one bar).

Repeat,  commencing  with  right  foot  (two  bars),  and
again with left foot (two bars).

The  wliole  is  gone  through  again,  commencing  with
the  right  foot  (eight  bars);  the  whole  dance  occupying
sixteen bars.

jvo/c?.-The  holding  of  the  dancers  in  the  ninth  and
tenth   bars  is  the  same  as  the  first  two  bars,  but  the
relative  position   is  altered,  they  standing  side  by  side,
but with the lady on the left instead of the right.

The  Cake  Walk  Dance
By the AIJ]THOR.   (Two-f our tem¢o, moderato, or common ten¢o.)

Holding  as  in  the  Barn  Dance,  with  partner  on  the
right-hand side.

f7:z.7fz  I?¢y.-Step  forward  with  left  foot (fourth  posi-
tion),   knees  bent,   count  one,   lift   right  foot  and   bring
to   front  of  left  knee  (fifth  position,  c"  cz¢.r),  and  make
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The  Cake  Walk  Dance
a  slight  hop  on  left  foot,  count  two.     Repeat the move-
ment commencing with right foot, count three, four.

Seco#c7  j7¢y.-Repeat  the  last  bar,  and  on  the   last
count  make  a  sudden  turn  to  the  right   and   face   the
opposite   direction,   and   give   the   other   (left)   hand   to
Pari%:.:i ¢„z Fo„,,zfe  j}4,._Repeat  the last  two  bars  in

::rpn°Stfotet£:r;ec;t£°anrfda¥adce°:atrt:e`r:St  count  make  a  sudden

SECOND  PART (Four Bars),  CZ¢JJe' and Two  Step.

Holding as in the Polka, Waltz, &c.
FG./f¢  j7¢gr.-Slide  left  foot  to  side  (second  position),

count  one.  .  Bring  right  foot  up  to  left  (third  position),
count   and,  and   simultaneously   slide   left   foot   to   side
(second   position)  and   drop  the  weight  on  same,   count

;io;}t,:oc:o;rT::cioc#;:I:;n:;:S;I;n::P:::iiut[::fi;t;::;ui:[];o:h:iii:a::°e;f:(tii;:r:a:
:%usn{::ossr:COE:fipno3Ss;fit:ng::naEed:ophat,¥.etu¥:£gt:tt3::fgmh:;
count and (Two Step).

Seco#d  j}cGr.-Repeat  the  last  bar,  commencing  with
the7Tr#;£°„°;.Fo„„fej}¢,f._Repeatthelasttwobars.

+
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CHAPTER   IX
i:ri\

The   Madrid   ~

(Walt% tem¢o).     By  the  drHT:HOR.

FIP\ST  PART (Eight  Bars).

PARTNERS  should  be  facing  each  other,   the  gentleman
giving his right hand,  the lady her left, lady's  right  hand
holding skirt.

po£:.i#%'o'uft¢Jo€::."C`bTasjfdr:g`hetftffo°o°tt:°pS:gel::tee:ono€
(third   position),  coul]t   two.     Drop   the   right   heel   and
put the weight on  right foot,  count three..

Scco#c7 j?¢r, I,ccz¢  P¢.7io#ez/g.-Leave  hands  and  slide
the  left  foot  to  side (second  position),  count one.     Leap
three-quarters  round  to  the  left,  coiint  two,  and  simul-
taneously   step   right   foot   backward   (foiirth   position),
count three.

7lleG.#cZ  j7czz,  Pczf   C/¢.frc`.-Rejoin   hands  (gentleman's
right,   lady's   left).      Slide   left   foot   backward   (fourth
position),  count  one.     Draw  right  foot  up  to  left  (third
position),.count  two.     Drop  the  right  heel  and  put  the
weight on right foot, count three.

Fo%zfA I?Zzz, I)e~¢z. Pczf C/z.fTe`.-With hands still joined,
glide  the  left foot  backward (fourth position),  count  one.
Draw the  right  foot  up to  left foot,  count  two.     Slightly
raise the right foot\in front  of left (fifth  position, c# c„.7),
count three.

Fif tk, Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth  Bars.-Rf:pea:i tdr:I 3
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St.   George's
last four bars in opposite direction,  commencing with right
foot,   the  gentleman   giving  his   left   hand,  the  lady  her
right.

SECOND  PART  (Eight Bars).

Holding as in the Polka, &c., waltz eight bars.

St.  George's  (Z4rcc-/o"7. /€„z¢o).

By  the  Ar]]THf}R.

FIRST  PART  (Eight  Bars).

Holding as in the Barn Dance,  with  partner on right.
F¢.7ifz  Bcz7..-Pczj. c7e  I?czJgG„  to left.     Spring  on  to  left

::oii:th:ig:.(siencof::n?o(sfii;i:n3;sci:|P.nnt,,o:::,n,S,t;3.`ig5:iy,?I:
weight back on to left foot  (fifth  position),  count  three.

Seco7¢c7 Bcz/.-PczJ c7e Bczfgz/c to right.    Repeat the last
bar,  commencing with  the right foot.

holzf:.g`hf:itsT%|idg/|£:;te'fto°ot'::t.sid:a(Cseec3:rdtnpeorss£'t£::i;;
count one.    Draw right foot up to left foot (third position),
count  two.     Drop  the  right  heel  and  put  the weight on
to right foot,  count  three.

Fottyth Bar`.-Deuni Pas  Gliss6 to left.    Chidelel+ toot
to  side  (second  position),  count one.     Draw  right foot up
to  left  foot,  count  two.     Slightly raise  the  right  foot  in
front  of left (fit th  position,  c7¢ #z.7'), count  three.    In  finish-
ing the bar turn slightly to the right, and face the opposite
direction  to  which   standing  when  starting,   partner  on
left,  with opposite hands joined.

Fif th, Sixth, Sevei8th, and  Eighth  Bars.-Rapca:i th:ha
four bars, commencing with  right  foot.    In finishing,  turn
to left, and  face same direction as at starting.
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The  Veleta
SECOND  PART  (Eight  Bars).

First  and   Second  Bars,  Solo   Walt2.-Cc""f:nd+ng
with  left foot, waltz forward two bars, turning to the left,
and face partner.

7lle¢.#c7  I?¢r.-Pczf  C/¢.j.j.4  to  left.     Holding  partner as
in  the Waltz, &c.,  repeat the third bar of first part.

Foz47'Z4  B¢7..-Commence  with  left  foot,  and   waltz  a
half-turn  to  the  right,  and  in  finishing,  disengage  from
partner,  and  face   the  same  direction  as  in  starting  the
first part, but with the partner on the left.

Fifth  and  Si,%th  Bars, Solo Waltz.-Co"prf=mf3 yri:th
right  foot,  and waltz  forward  two bars,  turning to right.

SeeJc7zZ¢  I?czr.-Pczf  C/z.ffe' to  right.     Holding  partner
as in the Waltz,  &c., repeat the third bar of this (second)
part,  commencing with right foot.

Ezi¢//z  Bc}7.,  74'lcz//z.-Commence  with  right  foot,  and
waltz a half-turn to right, and in finishing disengage from
partner,  and  face  the  same   direction  as  in  starting  the
first part, with partner on right.

The  Veletfl  (ZJErcc-/z7%r  /c77c¢o).

The  Veleta  is  a  combination  dance  composed  of  two
distinct  parts, each  part occupying eight  measures of the
music.

FIRST  PART.
This is the same as the first part of the St.  George's.

SECOND  PART.

Pof¢.Jz.o7¢.-Holding, as in an ordinary Waltz, Polka, &c.
First  and   Second  Bars.-Execute  one   turn  c>[  the

Waltz,  Commencing  with  left  foot.
Third and Fourth Bars.-Pas Glissd to Lei :i, i;wit;a.
Fz7Z4 Zo E¢*fezfe B#rJ.-Repeat two turns of the Waltz,

commencing with left foot.
In finishing, turn  to  left, and  face  same  direction  as at

starting the first part.
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The  Mignon

The  Mignon  (714r€c-/o„r /€or¢o).

j7jJ  R.  M.  CROMPTON.

The  complete  figure  of the  dance  is  performed  during
each sixteen bars of the music,  in the first eight of which
the dancers execute a  lateral  and  progressive  movement,
and  in  the  remaining  eight  bars  an  evolution  which  is
alternately rotary and progressive.

EXPLANATioN   OF  THE  STEPS,  &C.

J7c)/¢z.#g Pcz#¢#e7T.-The lady places  her right hand  in
the left hand of the  gentleman,  the  left  shoulders of both
dancers   being  turned   towards  the  ceiitre  of  the  room.
Thus  placed  side  bf side,  the  dancers  must   hold  their
joined  hands  so  as  to  form  a graceful curve  of the  arms
in a forward direction.     The disengaged  left  hand  of the
lady,   during  the   first  eight   bars,   may  be  occupied   in
holding her dress,  whilst the right hand of the gentleman
meantime  should   rest   upon  his  right  hip.     During  the
second  eight  bars,  the  dancers  hold each other as  in  the
Waltz.

Bcz/cz%cc'   c#    czz;cz"/.-Before   commencing,    place    the
outside   foot   (lady's    right,    gentleman's   left)   in   third
position,  z..c.  the  heel of the  front foot  against  the hollow
of  the   rear   one.     FG.rJ¢   Bcz7-Glide   the   outside   foot
forward   and   rest   upon   same,   count   one.      Brf ng  the
liollow  of the  rear  foot  up  to  the  heel  of the  front  foot,
count  two.     Rise  slightly  on  the  toes  of  both  feet,  and
tlrop   the   front   heel   only,   count   three.       During   this
]tiovement  the  joined  hands  of  the  dancers  describe  an
uiiward  curve.

I'.n}lancd  en  arribre,  Second  Bar.-:lN.Tthdra:IV  th:e  re;zyr
loot  ill  a  backward  direction,  count one.     Close the front
``iot up to the rear one, count two.     Rise slightly on both
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The  Mignon
feet,  and drop the heel of the  back foot only, count  three.
In  this  movement  the  arms  are  lowered  by a downward
Curve.

Pivot on Lef i Foot, Third Bar.-Crf+de Let! I_ocf_I to s:ida,
transferring  the weight  of  the  body to the  left  leg,  count
°r=ae;o[DtrhaewLe[iFht foot behind, and about six inches to the

foot, the toe only of the right foot touching
the floor) count  two.     Revolve  half  a  circle  backward  to
the right, causing the rear foot  to  be brought to
without  either  foot  leaving  the  floor,  finishing

-#ie,hfr:A:

weight of the body still on  the left leg, count three.
Pivot  on RIght Foot, Fount_h Bar.=f:rf+§f3 rii!hi toot to

side,   transfer  weight  of  body   to   right   leg,  count  one.
Draw  left   foot   behind,   as   already   described   for   Left
Pivot,  count  two.     Complete  the  movement  by revolving
half a circle backward  to the left,  count three.

Repeat   the   whole   movement,   commencing  with   the
Balahc¢, tor (he Fif th, Sixth, Sevent_h, and Eighth P.ars.

Pas  Glissi  to  Lot i, JNinth Bar.-Fa!cf= par_r.Ff:rs wiltry.u.t
relinquishing  hands,  and holding as in  the Waltz.     Glide
left  foot  to  the  side.,  transferring  the  weight  of  body  to
the  left  leg,  count  one.     Draw  the  right  foot  close  upon
front  of  the  left,  rising  slightly  on  both  feet,  count  two.
Drop the  right  heel,  and  transfer the weight of the  body
on to the right leg, count three.

W¢//£G.%g,   rc%/4  I?czy.-The  dancel:s  execute   a  half
turn  of  the  Waltz,  the  gentleman  commencing  with  the
left foot,  the lady with  the right, count one, two, three.

pas 'Gliss6 t;  Right, Eleventh  Bqr:~qh:+i ro rigt;`t I.o?t
to the side, transferring the weight of the body to the right
leg,  count  one.     Draw  the  left  foot  close  up  behind  the
right, rising  slightly  on  both  feet,  count  two.     Drop  the
left  heel,  and  transfer  the  weight  of the  body  on  to  the
left leg, count three.

Wcz//zrG.#g.,  rove//JA Bczz.-Waltz half round,  turning to
the  right,  the   lady  commencing  with   the  left  foot,  the
gentleman  commencing with  right foot.

8o

The  Valse  Minuet
Repeat  the last four bars for the  7T4z.7./cc#Zle, Fog;7rfec~ZA,

J``ifteerlth, and Sixteenth Bars.
In the Pivots on the third and seventh bars, the dancers

revolve half a  circle outward from  their  partners without
disengaging their joined  hands.    The second  Pivot turns
the  dancers  towards  each  other,  so  that  they  are  again
brought  e# /#cc.

The  Valse  Minuet

.I?jJ  R.  M.  CROMPTON.

This   dance   is   divided   into   two   parts-Minuet   and
Valse-the  first  occupying  ten,  and  the  second  thirty-
two  bars  of  music,  which  are  performed  four  times,  the
dance terminating with a  " Waltz F`inale."

During  the  musical  prelude  of  eight  bars,  the  gentle-
men   place   themselves   before   their   partners,   to  whom
they  make  a  polite  bow;   the  ladies  gracefully  respond
by a gentle inclination of their  heads, and  then  rise from
their  seats,  at  the  same  time  placing  their  left  hands  in

;::#ewn;tt]£mti:'SsEjoguh]tjersE]::3t£:g]±:th]:!rfi°]andevdaEcaendosftt°h:
body,  the  lady's  left  and  the  gentleman's  right  leg  must
be  extended  in  an  oblique  direction  towards  each  other,
with  the  foot  turned  slightly forward, so as  to  cause  the
lady  and   her  partner  to   stand   side  by   side.   ' In  this
position  the  first  four bars of each  Minuet  measure  must
be performed.

FIRST  PART  (MINUET).

P4s #4lczrc:¢¢ cz~cZ Pc)z.7zZ (four bars).-commencing with
inside  foot  (1ady's  left, gentleman's  right),  advance  three
I),lees  with  a  stately  promenade  or  march  step, counting
t.tiic,   two,   three  (first   bar).     Point   outside   foot   (lady's
iig'ht, gcntleman's  left) with  the  leg fully extended  at  the
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The  Valse  Minuet
side in a straight line witli  the  shoulders, counting one-
pause-two, three (second bar).    Repeat the two bars by
commencing  the  march with  the outside  foot (third  bar).
Point (fourth bar).

The lady and gentleman should keep their faces turned
towards  each  other  while  executing  the  first  and  fourth
bars, and in the opposite direction during  the  second and
third bars.

G/z.j`j.czc27e  c#  PczJJcz7¢Z  (one  bar).-Lady glides  left  foot
to  the  side in the direction  of  her partner (before whom
she  passes), then  drawing  right  heel  close  up to hollow
of  left  foot  again  glides  left  foot  to  the  side  (fifth bar).
Gentleman  performs  a  similar movement in  the opposite
direction  (poising  behind  his  partner),  thus :  Glide  right
foot  to  side,  draw  left  heel  close  up  to  hollow  of  right
foot, and  glide  right  again  to  side.    Above movement is
performed simultaneously.

P¢.ro%c#c  (one  bar).-Lady on  left  foot, passing right
in front ;  gentleman  on  right, passing  left  foot  in  front ;
Pz.ro%cZ/e  simultaneously (sixth  bar).     The two last bars

=r:n::nwgrwe±Ptia::gdhftnfi:::,:::t°[:{iea£];e±Ctt£°]:'ftt{see|:#hc:::
eighth bars).

JVozg.-In  executing  these  four  bars  the  dancers,  in
passing and repassing their partners, must  keep  parallel
to each other, and both face the same way.

£4//e7%cz#de  ¢#cZ  Scz/z¢/g  (two bars).-Lady and  gentle-
man,  giving  right  hands,  raise  them,  with  arms  curved,
beneath which  the  lady ¢¢./o#e#es  to her  left ;  then, dis-
engaging her hand, makes  a  deep curtsey as her partner
bows (ninth and tenth bars).

SECOND  PAR+  (VALSE).

Holding   partners  as  for  an  ordinary  circular  dance,
the  couples perform thirty-two bars of the Waltz, during
which  the  usual  variations of  reversing,  &c.,  may be  in-
troduced at discretion.
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The  Graziana

A ne`ili  Round Dance arranged by F . WTrsnlHR, Lei¢s{c.

English ex¢lanation of the steSs and morlemeats by
R.  M.  CROMPTON,  ZC}%Jc7#.

To  make   this   dance  thoroughly   clear   diagrams   are
required.     For  these  we  must  refer  our  readers  to  the
drawings published with the music.

The  dance  is  divided  into  two  parts,  each  occupying
sixteen  bars  of  music.    The first  part is a stately move-
ment   in   slow   two-four   time,   eminently   cj.-lculated    to
promote  a  graceful carriage of  the  person,  whilst  at  the
same  time  an  elegant  style  of  extending  the  leg   and
pointing the foot is also cultivated and developed.

For the second part of the  dance  the  Polka, or any of
its variations,  may be performed.

GENERAL   DIRECTIONS.

In commencing the dance, the lady places her left hand

:EetE:n:±egrhstfi:caendth:£frtphaertg:::]ewTtahn.han[gstFoeEnfi:::tahnEafrf
this position the dance is continued during the next three
bars.     In  the  eighth bar, with the hands still  joined, the
couples  make a  c7cee¢.-Zozm

The  eight  bars  are  then  repeated, after which sixteen
bars of a Polka or similar movement follow.

The   combined   measure   of   thirty-two   bars   can   be
continued at discretion.

Throughout the entire dance,  the  lady executes  all  her
steps with the opposite foot to that of her partner.

DESCR`IPTI0N   OF  THE   GENTLEMAN'S  STEPS.

Fc.#f/  £7cz//-Gc!/.-Bending  the  right leg  slightly, glide
the  left  foot  forward  to  fourth  position, keeping the left
leg fully extended and the foot well pointed to the floor.

FG.#f/ B„r.-Transfer the weight of the body on to the
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The  Graziana
left leg, count one,  and glide the right foot forward to the
fourth position,  count two.

LS`ccc)#J  Bczr.-Repeat   the  movement  by   transferring
the  balance  of  the  body to the  right  leg, count one,  and
pointing the left  at fourth  position,  count two.

7T4z.r47 Bczr.-Commencing  with  left   foot,   march   two
steps-left  foot  (I), right  foot  (2Lexecuting  each  step
with  fully  extended  leg,  so   that   the   point   of  the   foot
touches the floor first.

Fc7z¢rffe Bczr.-Making  a  quarter-turn  on the right  foot
to face pa'rtner, glide left  foot  into second position, at the
same  time  transfer  the weight  of the  body on  to the left
leg,   leaving  the   right   extended   at  the   side  in   second
position,   count   one.      The    gentleman    now   takes   his
partner's  right  hand with  his  left, without  relinquishing
the  other  joined   hand,  and,   rising  slightly  on  the   left
leg, draws  his  right  foot  into  the  third  position  behind,
receiving the weight  of  his  body on to the right leg,  and
simultaneously bending both knees gently,  count two.

Fz/Zfe  I?4r.-Glide  the  left   foot  to   second   position,
count  one, and  again  draw  the  right  foot  behind, as  in
the previous bar, count two.

Sz:#Z¢  I?&7.-Glide  left  foot  again  to  second  position,
count one, and  keep  the  right  foot  extended at the side,
count two.

Sccic7zzfe   Bcz7..-Beginning  with  the  right  foot,  march
two  steps  in  a  semicircle to change  places  with  partner
(Deuni-tour de Mains).

Ez*%/A Bczr.-Disengage  the  right hand, and draw the
right foot close  up  to  and  in  front of the left foot, at the
same  time  turning  a  quarter-circle  to  the right,  so as to
finish  side by side with partner, count one.     Bend left leg
slightly, and point right foot to fourth position, count two.

The above eight bars are then repeated, the  gentleman
beginning with his  right  foot,  the  lady with  her left foot.
In  the  ensuing  sixteen  bars  of  music  the  Polka, or any
circular movement in two-four time, may  be danced.
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General  Remarks
+

IT has been  presumed by some amongst the most austere
moralists, and maintained as a truism that admitted of no
discussion  or  question,  that  Dancing  has  tendencies not
strictly in  keeping with  a  high  moral  tone.     I am afraid
that if we compare the appearance of some public Balls of
the  present  day when the Lancers are being danced with
the dances of a few years ago, we cannot fail to be struck
by  the  unfavourable  change  which  has  been  introduced
into  the  habits   and   manners   of  the   dancers,   and   on
which such theorists have founded their conclusions ;  they

:.I:Faafrrddy,Suocrh{ddaennctiFyg:tfm#hasg:o:::::self:rdu#ga:i:tuy:
Their  minds  may well  be  exercised.

It  may  be  said  of  Dancing, as  has been said of other
pleasures  and  exercises  at  least  equally  harmless,  that
the  objectors  to it are to be found only among prudes, or
those who  have  never  been  taught  to  dance;  but, to be

:ae{:}dg°r::frt{td::it::ewT]aatst££e¥utchin:{f,Tsh::rtrhe:¥?Sayiv:#£=
is  not  my  business  to  attempt  to   explain  how  this  de-
generation  of  our  prettiest  and  most  fascinating  square
dance  has come about, but it is the respect  I have for the
art   which  makes  me  take   this  opportunity  of  pointing
out  to  my readers  that romping does exist, and that this
infusion  of  energy into  the  " Squares " at the expense of
good  inanners  and decorum is carried to an extreme, and
ought  not  to  be  countenanced  either by them or myself.
It  would  avail  little,  nor  is  it within  the  scope of  these
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General  Remarks
remarks, to  say who  is  to  blame, but  it  is plain that the
practice is an exceedingly silly one.

The  steps  generally  used  in   Square  Dances  are ¢czf
%cz.#cAc/,  or  walking  steps,  and  these  are  done  to  music
which corresponds with  the  movements.     Care  must  be
taken that these movements  are  accomplished  to correct
time, or inconvenience to the other couples  is  the  result.
The following pages will be found to contain  an explana-
tion of the most fashionable  square figure,  with  the  time
affixed  to each, which will  enable  the  reader  to perform
them  with  precision.     In describing  these  movements  I
have   purposely   used   only   the   language   of  our   own
country ;  no  foreign  technical  expressions  are  necessary
in a work of this description.

Before  the  commencement  of  each  figure  in a Square
Dance eight bars of music are played as a prelude, except
in certain cases which  shall be mentioned.

At the first eight bars of  a  Square  Dance  you  bow to
your  partner  and  then  to the corner  lady or gentleman,
as the case may be.

In each figure the following sign will denote eight bars
of music  (-), and  sixteen  bars  will  be  denoted  thus
(-).

Notwithstanding the fact that the  position  of  standing
in  Square  Dances  is  generally known,  I think a descrip-
tion  of  the  arrangement  of  couples  desirable.     Square
Dances,   otherwise  known   as  " sets,"  are  composed   of
four  couples  arranged  so as  to form a four-yard  square,
each  couple  facing  inward,  with  the  lady on   the  right.
The first couple  are  those with  their  backs  to  the  band
or top of  the  room, the  couple  opposite  these  being  the
second;  the  couple  on  the  right  of the  first  couple  are
the third, and those on the left of the first are the fourth.

The  first  and  second  couples, sometimes called  " tops
and   bottoms," stand  face   to  face,  or  eJ¢.j.-d-eJ¢.J,  as do the
third and fourth,  sometimes called  " sides."
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Descriptive  Terms

THE  reader  will  notice  that  these  terms  are  frequently
reiterated   in   one   Square   Dance,   and   my   reason   for
explaining   them   here,   and   not   as   they   occur   in   the
figures  is  that  one  description will  suffice.     The  reader
will  then  have,  after  he  has  referred  to  these  pages,  a
clearer and a jimre concise measurement of the movements
and the  time  necessary  to  complete a figure  in  the dance
itself.

14c7z/¢7fcc  cz"c7  RcZz.r¢   (four   bars).-.l`ake   three   paces
forward  in  a  direct  line  and  close rear foot to third  ball
position behind;  starting with  rear  foot take three paces
back  in  a  direct  line  and  close  front  foot  to  third  ball
position in front.

IV.B.-When  this  movement  is  executed  by a gentle-
man with  a  lady on  his  right,  he  should  commence with
his left foot and  the  lady with her right ;  when  the  lady
is   on   the'- gentleman's  left,  she  should  commence  with
her left and  the  gentleman with  his  right.    When  alone
or in  lines  the  movement should  be commenced with the
right foot.

B¢/cz„ci/ a Co&¢ (two bars).-Step into second  position
with  right foot and  close left  foot  to third ball position in
front, repeat to left.•-ir'a;^;;c-;.-i:o;iird  .and.  Back~ay?yd  ¢!]No_ be;Is).-Sf ygp

into  fourth  position  in  front  with   right  foot  and   close
left  foot  to  third  ball  position   behind.     Step  to  fourth
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position  behind  with   left   and  close  right  to  third   ball
position in front.

I)c%£.-Zc}#r  c7c  i74lcz2.#  (two  bars).-A  couple  executing
tlzIVf Of  Tour de  Main.

F&fc   OJor.-Gentleman   with   lady  on   his   right,   face
outwards from set.

dafc¢e,o£¢a&e:_#Asuccoc::]s:oLnosfa¥3¢#s{toenpsa,s]£:;a[eraodu£:g
with  right  foot  and  gentleman  with  left   foot,  and  both
looking in the direction they go.

C/¢.sj.czcJc c„ P¢jfcz"f (four bars).-A couple facing same
way, gentleman passes behind lady with  first  two bars of
Se¢  Zo  Par/#crJ, while  lady passes  in  front with  second
two  bars   of   Sc/  /a  P¢//#c/J,  they   then   regain   their
original   positions   with   the  other   two   bars   of  Sc/  /a
Partners.

CrzG#cJ CZczG.#  (sixteen  bars).-A set  of  four  ladies and
four gentlemen face partners, to whom  they present right
hands   and   execute   a   I)c77z¢.-¢cJz¢7  c7c  tl4:¢¢.#,.   repeat   the
movement, giving left and right  hands  alternately;  meet
partners in opposite place and salute.    Repeat to places.

G7tz#c7 Cz.rc/c (four bars).-Four ladies and four gentle-
men,  hands joined  in  a  circle,  .4c7c/¢#cg and j3c¢z.7i€.

rialf Ri:ht and Lef i  !![!cjNI_be:rs).-Two  coap!es:. v.is-a-
a;S.f  advance  with  the  first  four  movements  of  4c7cJcz#cc
¢7;cZ  I?cZz.r€,  but  with   a  longer  step,  in  order  that  they
may have  passed  each  Other  on  the  fourth  beat and the
ladies be slightly in advance of their partners (ladies pass
in  between  as  in  rrzzz/crJc') ;  each  gentleman  now steps
to second position with right foot, passing behind partner,
ladies  taking  a  similar  step  to  left;  the  four  now  step
forward  with  the  foot  nearest  to  partner,  turn  towards
partner   and   face   own   places   with   outside   foot   third
position in front.

IV.B.-In  the  first  figure  of Quadrille the above  four
bars  are  repeated,  couples  finishing  in  own  places  and
facing partners preparatory to Sc#z.#g Jo P¢/J7¢c/T.
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£¢47z.cLf'   CZc#.7¢   (eight   b.ars).-Two   couples   zJ;.f-c8-ZJG.f.

The ladies present right hands to each other and  execute
I)c7#¢.-/c7#r  c7c  44l¢z.#,   their   partners   meanwhile   having
moved  to  the  right  present  their  left  hands  to  the  ap-
proaching  lady,   with   whom   they   execute   a   ro"r  de
fl4lo¢.#,.   with   similar  movements  the  ladies  return  and
give left hands to partners.

fl4lo#/¢.7¢c/.-Two    opposite   couples   join   right   hands
acro
retu:£

and   pass  round  to  the  left,  change  hands,  and
to places in the opposite direction.

P7io77zc7¢¢c7e  (eight  bars).-A  couple with  hands  joined
move  round  inside  set  with  sixteen  steps.

J7¢//  Pro77¢c#czc27c  (four  bars).-Same  movement,   but
eight  steps half round the set.

J?c//zzz;c/I/ (four bars).-Same  movement  as  r7¢zJcrJ4
but ladies commencing with  left  foot and gentlemen with
right, finishing in own  places.

S`cZ fo  Co7`#crT (four bars).-Same movement as  LS`C/  ¢o
Partners.

ScZ  /a   Pcz#/7zc7;f  (four  bars).-C`/G.ff¢c7e'  right   foot   to
second    position,    C/z.J.J.czc7c    left    foot   to   third    position
behind,   C/z.JJ#Je  right  to  second  position,  and,  turning
slightly   towards   partner,   close   left   foot   to   third   ball
position  in  front.     C/G.j`fczc7c  left  foot  to  second position,
G/z.fj.czc7e right  foot  to third  position   behind,  C/z.ff¢c7e  left
foot  to second  position,  and   C/z'Jj.czc7c  right  foot  to third
position  behind, thus releasing the left foot.

/V.B.-It  is  important  that  the  ladies  should move in
a direct line towards the centre of the set on the first two
bars  of  this  movement and back on the same line on the
last  two,   their  partners   moving  on   the   same   parallel.
Exception~fifth figure Caledonians.

7lz./oz.r   F¢giv7ic   (eight   bars).-A   couple   with   hands
joined  pass  in  between  and  change  places with t/¢.f-a-eJg.s
couple,  all  using  same  steps  as  in   rrzzz/c/i.4  and  then
returning  outs_ide  z;z.f-a-eJG.J,  who  pass  in  between  them,
with hands joined, with same steps as in J?c/rtzzJc/r4.
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roz„   c7e   fl41¢¢.%    (four   bars).-A   couple   with   hands

joined make a complete circle round  the centre formed by
theirjoined hands.    Eight steps.     When right  hands are
joined, commence  with  left  foot,  and  with  the  right  toot
when left hands  arejoined.

T?ur. d! Mf oi7!s.(tcjprr ba;rs).-Sa:ne as Tour  de  Mal7i,,
but both hands joined.

rr¢zJg/j.4  (four bars).-Two couples, z;z`r-c!-zJz.j`,  starting
from their respective places  (lady with  right foot, gentle-
man   with   left)  change  places  with   six   ordinary   steps
(¢czs   eeczrci¢c'),   the   la_dies   passing   in   between   and   the
gentlemen    outside    the    approaching    couple,    turning
inwards to face their own  places  on the seventh  step and
closing  o'Litside  foot  (one  farthest  from  partner) to third
ball position  in front.

Wlcz//z C%czc.# (thirty-two  bars).-Face  partners.     Join
right  hands  and  84/cz7zc4  forward  and  back  (two  bars).
Release  hands, solo  waltz  past  partner  to  corner  of  set
(two bars).     Repeat  these  four  bars  until  regaining own
place.

]ngN::L:;=Tdhaen:::a:sge]¥e::c°ofrdtE:c€guwrteti;nthteheufn°}]t'.:f=
system    adopted    by    the    Imperial    Society   of   Dance
Teachers.
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CHAPTER   11

The  Quadrille

F`IRST   FIGURE.

Leading couples  Half right an.d left         .
Repeat to places, finish  facing own partners
Set  to partners        .....
Tour de Mains       .....
Ladies' Chain          .         .         .         ;         .
Half promenade      .....
Half right and left to places
The side couples repeat .

SECOND   FIGURE.

Leading couples, hands joined, Advance and retire .
Travers¢........
Advance and retire, hands joined    ....
j?c/7i¢z;c7if/,  finish  facing partners    ....
Set to partners        .......
Tour de Mains       .......
Side couples repeat          ......
Leading couples repeat  ......
Side couples repeat   `       ......
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THIRD  F`IGURE.

First   lady   and   second   gentleman   advance,   and,
joining  right  hands,  execute  a  c2rcae¢.-/a"r        .

The  same  two  return,  present  left  hands  (which
retain),   and  execute  a  c7c77%.-Zo"7'    .           .          .

Their  partners  advance,  and,  joining  right  hands
with   own   partners,   form   two   lines   parallel
with  side  couples   ......

Bcz/cz#c4 forward and backward to partners twice    .
Gentlemen lead their partners to opposite places     .
F`irst lady and second gentleman Advance and retire
The same two salute each other      ....
Leading couples Advance and retire        .         .         .
Leading couples Half right and left to places.         .
Repeat by second lady and first gentleman, &c.       .

„          third           , ,         fourth          „
„         fourth        „         th i rd            „

FOURTH   FIGURE.

First couple Advanee and retire     ....
Advance again         .......
First  gentleman  retires  to  place,  while  his  partner

crosses to left of second gentleman, to whom she
presents her right hand  (facing her own place)

Second  gentleman,  with  two  ladies,  Advarice  and
retire.,,,,,.,

The same three advance again         ....
Second  gentleman  retires, while  ladies cross  to the

first gentleman         ......
F`irst gentleman, with two ladies, Advance and retire
The same three advance again         ....
The  ladies,  continuing,  give  disengaged  hands  to

second  gentleman  (a  circle of four  thus  being
formed in the bottom halfofset)      .         .         .

The four cA#fJe€ half round to oppoeite places         .
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IIalf right and left to own places    .
Repeat by second couple advancing,  &c.

third
"         fo urth

F`IFTH  FIGURE.

Grand circle  ......
ro"y c7c J74lczz.#j. with own  partners.          .
Leading couples Galopade forward and back

„                   „               to opposite places
forward and back

„                   „               to own places          .         .
Leading couples execute Ladies' Chain.         .         .
Repeat Cirand Circle, &c.;  side couples Galopade, &c.

„                   „             'leading     „                „
',                   „              side            „                 „

All Galopade round  the set    .....

FI,IRTATION   FIGURE.

GI.and  circle ........
r`c7f¢/ cZc  44l¢¢.#J with  partners            ....
All ladies Advance and retire          ....
Gentlemen advance and bow to lady on the left       .
`Sct  to  corners           .......'/`o#r 47c fl4:cz¢.7zf,  with  corners  to  gentlemen's  places

(:ontlemen  Galopade  round  set with  lady who  was
on their left hand    ......

RCpeuaz!;.8::,i;emen  taking lady  who  was  originally
®

l{cpeat, gentlemen  taking lady originally on right   .
I{cpeat, gentlemen taking own partners.         .         .
I{cpeat the first eight bars of the figure.         .         .
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CHAPTER   Ill

The   Lancers

FIRST  FIGURE.

First lady and second gentleman Advance and retire
Advance,  roz¢r c7c tl4lczz.%J,  and  retire  to  places           .
Leading couple,   7l¢./t7¢.7 figure .....
Set to corners          .......
Tour de Mains w.rlh c;orners  .....
Repeat   by  second   lady  and   first   gentleman   ad-

vancing,   &c.    .`         ......
Repeat   by  third   lady  and  fourth   gentleman  ad-

vancing,   &c ........
Repeat   by  fourth   lady  and  third  gentleman  ad-

vancing,  &c ........

SECOND   FIGURE.

F`irst couple Advance and  retire      ....
Gentleman  places  his  partner  to  face  him with  her

back  to opposite couple   .....
Set to  partner          .......
7lo%7   c7e   H4lczz.#s   to   places,    side   couples   leaving

partners    and    joining    hands    with    leading
couples   to   form   lines   on   third   bar  of  this
movement

Bars,

4

4
4

The  Lancers
^`1vnnce and  retire  in  lines ......
^tl\J,ince  and  roz47.  c7e  fl4czz.#f with  partners  to  own

I,laces        .              .     `        ......
I{t`itcat,  second  couple  advance  and  retire,  &c.           .

„       third               „             „             „
„       fourth            „             „             „

Wlien  the  third  or   fourth   couple  lead,  the  lines  are
lui-med  by the  first  and  second  couples  dividing  to  form
lilLcs  at  sides.

THIRI)  FIGURE.

I``I+I-sl  lady  advance ....
.`t`cond geiitleman advance      .          .
( :{j.ntleman  to left,  lady to  right,  salute
l'"tth  retire to own  places          .          .
I)uuble  Ladies'  Chain      .           .           .
I{i:itcat,  second  lady  advance,  &c.    .

"        third             „              „           .
„        fourth          „             „          .

FoURTH   F`IGURL.                  .

I".st couple advance to  and salute  third couple        .
( .I il]tinue  in  same  direction and  salute fourth  couple
lm`st  and  fourth  couples  c:/z.fJczc2rc  c7G  Pczjfcz#¢.           .

n u"ouples I?cz/¢#cc'` forward and  backward.         .
1. „inl\\  couple  Glissade  en  Passant  a.xid  Balancd  de

/ `o/cf and  first  couple  roz¢r c27e  fl4lczG.#r  to  place   .
I  "Ililig  couples  Half right  and left          .          .          .
I(.:iiL:;Il  last  four  bars  to  places          ....
` w {..iiitl   couple  visit  fourth   couple   and   then   third

"",I,le'  &c 24



The  Lancers
Third  couple  visit   second   couple  and   then   first

couple'  &c ........
Fourth   couple  visit  first  couple  and  then   second

couple,  &c ........

Bars,

24

24
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CHAPTER   IV

Grand  chain  .....          ` ....
First  couple   Promenade   and   F`ace   off   set,   third

couple fall  in  behind first, fourth  behind  third,
second in place         ......

A:Jh Glissade en passant a:nd Balanc6 a cot6    .         .
Repeat last four bars in opposite direction       .         .
File off-ladies to right, gentlemen to left        .         .
Ladies present left hands to partners' right and lead

up  the  set         .......
Separate from  partners, retire and form lines.         .
Advance and retire in  lines     .....
Advance and ro%r c7e fl4lc#.#f with partners to places
Repeat-second   couple   promenade,   &c.,    fourth

behind  second,  third  behind  fourth,  and  first
couple in own place,  &c ......

Repeat-third   couple   promenade,   second   behind
third,  first   behind  second,  and  fourth  couple
in own  place,  &c .......

Repeat-fourth couple promenade, &c., first behind
fourth,  second behind first, and  third couple in
own place, &c .......

Grand chain.        .        .

16

48

48

The  Waltz  Cotillion

Ii`irst couple  waltz  round  set   .....
I.`irst and  second ladies solo waltz to opposite places'l`hcir partners follow,  solo waltz     ....

Tliird and fourth ladies solo waltz to opposite places
Their partners  follow,  solo waltz    ....
Ii`irst and second  couples waltz to places           .          .'I`liird and  fourth couples waltz to  places          .          .

Waltz chain and form first and  second lines.         .
Advance and retire in lines,  Pczf c7c  y¢/j.c        .         .
Release hands and P¢J c7c  y¢/fc in lines to opposite
side,.......

Repeat last  twelve  bars  and  finish in own  places     .
All waltz round  the set with  partners      .         .          .
Repeat,  second couple waltz  round  set,  &c.  &c.        .

„        third                   „              „              „
„        fourth                „             „              „

l``inale  waltz  round  room czc7.  /z.¢.

544

jv.B.-When side couples waltz, side  lines are formed.
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The  Caledonians

The  Caledonians

F`IRST   FIGURE.

Leading couples join  right hands,  fl4loz;/z.#cZ
Repeat with left hands to own places      .
Set  to partners        .....
ro"r c7e fl4lczz.#j. with`partners     `      .          .
Ladies' Chain           .....
Half promenade      .....
Half right and left to own places    .         .
Side couples repeat          ....

SECOND   FIGURE.

F`irst gentleman Advance and  retire  twice        .         .
All  set  to  corners  .......
7Tc)a¢7' c7c  tl4lczz.7zf,  ladies  change  places  to  right.           .
All  Galopade round,set  to gentlemen's own  places  .
Repeat,  second  gentleman Advance and retire,  &c. .

„       third                  „               „               „
„       fourth               „               „               „

The  Caledonians
Repeat,  third  lady and  fourth  gehtleman  Advance

and  retire          .......
Repeat,  fourth  lady  and  third  gentleman  Advance

and  retire         .......

Bars
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THIRD   FIGURE.

F`irst lady and second gentleman Advance and retire
Advance,  7To%/ c7c fl4lczz.7¢f,  and  retire  to  places           .
F`irst  couple  rz.7ioz.r figure         .....
Set to corners          .......
Tour de Mains w.Tth corners  .....
Grand  circle ........
7loz¢r c7c fl4lczG."s  with  partners            ....
Repeat,  second  lady  and  first  gentleman  Advance

and  retire         .......
Ice

FOURTH   FIGURE.

Il`irst lady and second gentleman advance and  stop .'rheir partners do the same     .....

7`o#r c7c J74lcz¢.7¢J  with  partners  to  places.           .           .
All  ladies  pass  inside  figure  to next  place on their
right........

All  gentlemen  pass  inside  figure  to  next  place  on
their left ......,...

Repeat  last  eight  bar's,  meet  partners  in  opposite
places........

Galopade with  partners  to own  places     .          .          .
ro#r c7c' fl4lczz.7¢J with  partners  in  places.          .          .
Repeat, second lady and first gentleman advance, &c.

„       third           ,,        fourth           „             „
„       fourth        „        third             „             „

FIFTH  FIGURE.

Fit.st couple promenade round set.         .
All ladies Advance and retire.          .         .
(`icntlemen advance, face partners,  and bow
Set to partners        .....
/.o#r c7c fl4lczz.7¢r  with  partners            .          .
I)cmi-Grand  chain           ....
Gnlopade with partners to own places     .
roijr arc fl4l¢c.#f with partners
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The  Guards
All  join  left  hands  with  partners,  gentlemen  pass

their  ladies  in  front of them  to the  gentleman
on  their  left,  by  whom  they  are  turned  with
right  hand.     All   return   to   places,   with   left
hands  to  own  partners  .....

Repeat, second couple promenade, &c ....
''        third                  „              „
„        fourth               „              „                .         .         .•      All  Galopade  round  set  ......

Bars.

The  Guards
By   the   A."TFTOR}

Although  every year there  are  a great  number of new
dances   produced   for  the   ball-room,  there  is   a  decided
demand  for  a  really  good   and   original   set  dance.      In
offering ``The Guards "  I  feel  sure  that  I  am  adding  an
important  production to the  ball-room  programme, which
will no doubt find its merited appreciation.

FIRST  FIGURE  (MARCH).

Four   ladies   4c7cJcz7¢cg   and   J?cZz.#c   (four   bars).      Four
gentlemen  j4JeJcz#c€  and   J?c/2.7ie  (four  bars).     First   and
second  couples f7¢//.Rzgivzz and  I;e/f (four bars).    Third
and   fourth   couples  f7cz//  I?¢J¢/  and  I c/¢  (four  bars).
Four  gentlemen  14c7cJ¢#c€  and  jEeJ¢./c  (four  bars).     Four
ladies    4c7eJcz#c€    and   Jig/z.7e   (four    bars).      Third    and
fourth  couples  J7cz// JE¢.g14/  and  I;c/Z  (four  bars).     F`irst
and  second  couples  J7cz// ja¢J¢Z  and  I c//  (four  bars).
Gttards'   Mottlinet .. M:AIch  [ci;rviar4  (two ba:Is).     Dottble
ZczcZ¢.cj.'  C%czz.zz,  crossing  to  opposite gentlemen  (six  bars) ;
repeat  the  last eight  bars three times (twenty-four bars).
Four   ladies   14c7zJ¢#ce   and   I?cZz.71€,   I?e-¢c7gJ¢#cc   crossing

1  The  music  to  this  dance  is  published  by  John   Blockley,  3  Argyll
Street,  I.ondon,  W.
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I.ight  hands  to  opposite  side  (eight  .bars).     Four  gentle-
Iiien    14c7e;cz#cc    and    jzc/z.714,    Rc-czc7zJcz7¢cc    crossing    right
li:inds   to   opposite   side   (eight   bars).      14ree   C%cz¢.#   to
i>1aces  (sixteen   bars).

SECOND   FIGURE  (BARN   DANCE).

Hands   all   round :    £4c7z/cz7zcc   and   J?cZz.7i€   (two   bars),
gentleman turns the lady on his left under his right  hand
on to his right (one bar).     Bow (one bar);  repeat the last

:°o`|rp]::r:o:Er::i££gfts,{thTreav:ntarfi%)jrthF]:ros:piensd[:eock°nt8
left :-C#cz#c7f'  G7itz#ar c%czG.# (sixteen  bars).     Repeat first
movement,  hands all round,  &c.  (sixteen bars).     Cz/¢"t7j`'
fr`r##J  C7¢czG.7¢   (sixteen   bars).      Repeat   first   movement,
hands  all  roiind,  &c.  (sixteen  bars).

THIRD  FIGURE  (WALTZ).

First   and   second   couples   look   to   right,   third   and
l.t)urth  couples  look  to  left :  Bcz/cz7¢c4  forward  (two bars).
/>'t;/4r#c¢   backward   (two   bars).     Bcz/¢7zc/   forward   (two
liars).     Gentleman  with  opposite  lady  waltz  back  to  his
Ill.ice  (two  bars).    Waltz   half  round   to   opposite   side
(eight bars).     First and second couples  look  to left,  third
:ind fourth couples look to rig.ht.     Repeat the last sixteen
liars.     Repeat the last thirty-two bars.     First and second

::`ndje;o¥rat]}:7]aadcfre:S:cftg°ht°E£::;:esffrest(:}n8dhts::::)ag:nhtfire€
ilicn   (eight   bars).     Third   and  fourth`gcntlemen   (eight
l„ii.s).     F`irst  and  second  couples  waltz  to  places  (eight
ltnrs).    Third  and  fourth   couples  (eight  bars).     Repeat
lhc  first  sixty-four  bars.     Third  and  fourth  ladies waltz
i`cross  to  opposite   side  (eight   bars).     First  and  second
(eight  bars).     Third  and  fourth  gentlemen  (eight   bars).

i;i:::ha::ups|eecsonwda.,gzen,t:e:|eance!ei(!E5hpa5:)r.s).TFiirrsd,::g
Bccond  (eight  bars).     Repeat  the  first  sixty-four  bars.
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The  Parisian  Quadrille

The  Parisian  Quadrille
This  is  the Quadrille danced without  side  couples, the

dancers  standing  in   two  rows  facing.    The  figures  are
then  gone  through  in  the  same  manner,  occupying  only
half the  time, with  the exception of the last figure, which
is  as  follows :-Zczc7z.cf'  C%czz.#  (-).     All  £4czre/cz#cc  and
Retire, Cross Over to apposhe i;ide (-).    Re-adeance,
.Z3c/z.r€,  and  Croff Oz;cr to  places  (-).    Scf and  71%r#
Pcz7iz7¢c7tf  (-).     This  is  performed  twice  in  all,  finish-
ing with P/o77¢c#czc7e to opposite side and back to places.

The  Alberts
First Figure-

First of the Quadrille.

S econd Figure-
Second of the Caledonians.

Third Figure-
Third of the Lancers.

Fourth Figure-
Waltz Cotillion,  half through.

Fifth Figure-
Fifth of the Quadrille.

`,

PART  IV
VARIOUS   OTHER   DANCES

\
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CHAPTER  I

Country  Dances    ,

A couNTRV dance is a very ancient  and merry dance for
Chi.istmas time,  or at the  end of  a friendly, or children's,
iiarty.    It is composed of an unlimited number of couples,
`isually not less than eight,  formed in two  lines down the
I.oom,  the  ladies  being  on  the  left  from  the top,  and the
gentlemen facing them.

This style  of  dancing  is  now entirely out  of vogue  in
r.ishionable dance-rooms,  but not  entirely out of favour at
country balls and Parties.   They are very generally known,
ind  require  very  little  description.      They   belong  to  a
I.uder  age  than  the  Present,  and   a  blither  and  merrier
style  of  manner   than   that   which   now  prevails   in   the
``.ishionable   world.     They   are    more    characteristic    of
" Merrie  England "  than  Belgravia ;  therefore,  whatever
merit they possess  in the  estimation  of  the  cheerful, the
gay, and tl]e light-hearted, they hold a very inferior place
in  the  programme  of  a  modern festivity.     As  affording,
however, an opportunity fol both  young and old, efficient
and  inexperienced; dancers  to  join, it   is  a  very popular
concluding  dance  for  a  Christmas   party.      The  figures
have of  late  years undergone  great alterations and modi-
fication, and are frequently varied.   The following arrange-
ments,  however,`wil.I  be  found  the  most  agreeable,  and
generally adopted in the modern ball-room.

Sip  Roger  de  Covepley
This is  danced  like  all  country dances, the  gentlemen

in a line, and the ladies in another, opposite their partners.
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Sir  Roger  de  Coverley
The first gentleman at the top and  the lady at  the bottom
of the line have to begin each figure, and  the other gentle-
man and  lady at  the  opposite  corner  have  to  repeat  the
figure immediately.

F2giv7ic.-F`irst  lady and  gentleman meet  in the  centre
of the line, give right  hands,  turn  once round, and  retire
to their corners, the same for the other two at the top and
bottom.

First couple  cross again  and  give  left  hands and turn
once ;  back to places.     Other couple repeat this.

F`irst  couple  give  both  hands, turn  once,  an'd  back  to
places ;  the others the same.

First couple move round  each  other,  back  to back,  and
retire tQ places ;  the other corners the same.

The   first   couple   advance,   bow   to   each   other,   and
retire ;  the same repeated by the other couple.

The top gentleman  then  turns  to  the  left,  and  the top
lady (his partner) turns to  the  right ;  all  the  other ladies
and  gentlemen   turn  and  follow  the  leaders,  who   move
outside of the line, and  meet  at  the  bottom  of the room,
giving right hands,  and  raising  their arms  so  as to  form
a kind of arch,  under which  all the  couples pass  till they
arrive   at   their   places.     The  first   lady  and  gentleman
remain the last at the end of the two lines, and  the whole
is   gone   through   and   repeated   by  all,   when  the  first
couple will have arrived at their original places.

The  Triumph

The  first  lady and  second  gentleman  dance  down  the
room,  being  followed  by  the  first  gentleman;   the  lady
places herself  between  the  two  gentlemen,  and  all  three
return.    The  commencing couple  dance  down  the  room
and back again.     Then  two  couples  advance, retire,  and
turn for finish.

Io8

The  Swedish  or  Norwegian  Dance

The  Swedish  or Norwegian  Dance
A  pleasing  little dance,  danced with  any equal number

of  couples,   placed   as   in  the   Sir   Roger   de  Coverley,
!..c.  arranged in two lines from the top of the rooth to the
ltottom,   ladies   on   the   left,   looking  from   the  top,   the
gentlemen,  their  partners  z;¢.J-c!-cJ¢.f.     At  one  time  it was
danced to  Mazurka  Ze77z4o,  and  with  steps  of  that  dance,
but  the   more   modern  style  of  movement  used  is  the
fr,'t]op,  and  any  lively  Country  Dance  music  is   suitable
I.('1-the  time.

The  Dance.-Commence by all bowing to partners.'l`he gentleman at the  top  of  the  dance  gives his hand

to  the  lady opposite  him,  his  partner;  they dance  down
llic`   centre  of  the  two  lines,  link  their  right  arms,  and
swing round.'I`hey then disengage their arms, the gentleman  dances

tt]  the lady  at  the  bottom  end  of the  line,  and  the  lady
wlio started the dance with him dances to  the  gentleman
:ilso at the bottom  end.     The  two  couples  link  left arms
'ilitl   swing   completely   round.     The   couple   who   com-
ilicnced   the   dance   link   right   arms   and  swing  round.'l`]ic first gentleman turns the next lady on  the  line-the

*ccond  from  the  end-and  tris  partner  turns  with  the
*t:cond gentleman.     This portion of the figure is repeated
liy the first couple alternately giving their right a,rms and
Swinging  once  round  with  each  other,  and  then  linking
lcf-t arms, with each lady or  gentleman  down  the lines till
tlicy again arrive in their own  places.

The  first  couple join  hands, gentleman  left, lady right.'l`lie   rest   of  the  ladies  and  gentlemen  kneel  down  and

t.I:ip   their  hands,   keeping   time  with   the   music.      The
lil-st  couple,  holding  their  hands   over  the  heads  of  the
IH]celers,  dance down the  lines and  back again ;  the  lady
will   b.e   inside   the   lines    and   the   gentleman    outside.
I I:iving  danced  back  to   their  original  places,  they  turn
;iiid give each other both hands.     The  remaining couples
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The  Swedish  or  Norweg.lan  Dance

join  hands   aDd  jump  c}  de  c%re,   whilst  the  first  couple
execute  Po%fcz/g  between  each  couple, z..c.  keep  running
backward and forward with  four  steps,  while  the leading
couple pass  in  and  out of the other couples,  running for-
ward as  the next  couple  run  backward;  and  then back-
ward  as  the  next  run  forward,  till  they come  to  the  end
of  the  lines,  w-here  they  remain  while   the  second  lady
and gentleman repeat  the figures of the dance.

The  Holly  Berry

All advance and retire.
All cross over.
Every two couple hands across,  and back to places.
The  top  couples  galopade  to  the  bottom  of  the  lines,

hands   across,  with   bottom  couple;   the   two  couples  at
the top of the lines do likewise at the same time.

The leading  couple  galop round  the room,  followed by
all the rest, until  they come  to  the  bottom of  the dance,
ladies  and gentlemen  arranging themselves  on  their own
side.

The leading  couple will  now  be  at  the  bottom  of  the
dance.

The second couple do the same  thing,.and  all  the  rest
in succession do so likewise,  until all  have regained their
respective places.

When there are a  large  number  desirous of joining in
either of these  country dances,  I  should suggest forming
two  or  more  sets, as  it  will  avoid  the  dance   becoming
tedious.

Ilo

•CHAPTER   11

The  Minuet  de  la  Cour

Oli`  all   the   dances,   the   Minuet   has   been   most   often
tlcscribed and written about, and represented in painting.
I t was the dance of ceremony, of courtesy, and of chivalry.`I`lie highest in the land, and  the most dignified, have  been

]u-oud  to walk through a Minuet.   `
J.  J.   Rousseau  says  .that  it   is   the  least  gay  of  the

.`tjciety  dances,  but  he  probably  made   that  disparaging
I.cmark because, according  to  his own confession, he was
iilLver able  to  master the difficulties  of the dance, though
lic praises his own grace and shape.

The  Minuet is danced in various forms,  and the follow-
','`',trfs',Sh:wsi:ep:,ewd£:]SC:iEt±c°onn;efyfttsosttheepsrea£€r=:;ec:::etcst

jtli`a  of  this graceful dance ;  no detailed description could
•lu  this, it  is  only one, who has  for years conscientiously
:;I,Lidied the dance,  that could  make  its  intricate windings
.Icar.

I:#acnL::;=yT;hege8neti:]£::,nbtoa#h°r¥ehEbsa:sa)t.(°nebar).
Waltz half roun,d to face each other (one bar).
Lady,  curtsey ;  gentleman,  bow (three bars).
Give  hands,  and  return  to  places, with Pczf c7c Bo"r#¢

I.tjrward.     Co¢c'  backward,  the gentleman brings the left
rtjot behind, the lady the right foot forward (two bars).

After  the  last   bar,   the  lady  and   gentleman   always
u.inces with the same foot.
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The  Minuet  de  la  Cour
P¢f  C7#g/e  forward  in  giving  the  nearest  hand  (two

bars).
Co"A/ forwards,  Co"4/ backwards  in  facing  partners.

I;`cZ£';:rrd±8,h:.nd€::#e°¥e'fit€'£oboeth£:£{:td(fboeuf:rbe;rs)f""
Pas  Grave  forwaLrds,  a.nd  Pas  de  Mim4et  forward  ±n

turning (four bars).
Two  Pczs   c7c   flf:z.7¢%c'/  to   the   right   in   passiiig  before

`    each other (four bars).
One waltz step.     Co#¢e' backwards (two bars).
The gentleman resumes his hat.
f'¢f  are  Bo%7rfe  forwards,  and  Zlffe77¢G/e`  before  each

other  (two  bars).
Co"¢G backwards,  and two ¢czZ/c77¢c"/J, repeating it four

times in moving backwards (four bars).
Bend   and   rise   twice.     SG.fj.o#7¢e   with   the   left   foot.

Co%44 backwards, and  bring  the  right  foot  in front (four
baz5£.s  C7tzz,e,  giving  right  hands,  P¢J  dc  Bo#77C'¢ for-

wards.     £4Jj.c77¢¢/g before,  and  pass  the  right  foot  to  the
r;8E*oat:]ad]:z(f:tuerpg.ars£¢f  ore  I?o„7/4c  forwardS  Co#¢¢

backwards, and place the right foot behind (four bars).
Pczr  Czczz;G,  giving  left  hands, Pczf d7e Bo%7rfe forward.

/1sfc77¢4/c' before, and  pass the  left foot  to the left,  at side
(four bars).•Two  ;autz  s,kaps.     Pas  de  Bourr?9  [oryarpe,  Cou¢¢
backwards, and bring the left behind (four bars).

Coupd td;rwgrrf i, CJu|j6 bpJ£!:!i!_a:Id..    Fas  d,e. Bou`rr6e`£or-
wards,  14fJ€%G/g fo%Zc7¢#,  left foot in front (four bars).

Repeat the first eight bars to finish.
There are several different Minuet steps used in dances

of  this   kind,  and  all  claim  to  be   correct.    The  one   I
always  use  is  composed  of one  c7c7#¢.-co#¢¢,  which  occu-
pies  one  bar,  and  one  P¢f  are  Bo#7zG'e,  which  occupies
another  bar.
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CHAPTER   Ill

The   Cotillion

TI-IE   Cotillion   has   been    for   ,some   time   the    dancing
.imiisement  ¢cz/  ejFcgz/cJ7zc¢   of   English   society ;   properly
speaking,  it  is  more  a  game  than  a  dance,  n]oi-e  suitable
1.or   children   than   for   adults.     It   cannot,   however,   be
omitted   from   this   work,   as   it  finds   such   a  prominent
|tlace  in so many  ball-rooms.

Unlike  most  other  dances,  the  Cotillion  depefids  very
largely  for  its  success  upon  the  tact  and  knowledge  of
its leader.     Many who  are  competent  by  reason  of their
experience  to  enact  the  part  of  leader  of  the   Cotillion

j.tL::gLe:|]t?#::a:`sfi:£tapytoa?h:tbsceo]LC:o°nf:3:;ira:]fdengj:;€
ment which alone makes  the  Cotillion a  fitting amusement
I`or ladies and gentlemen.

The leader alone is responsible for the change  of tune,
acceleration  of  time,  or for an indication  to the orchestra
when to stop and when  to  proceed.     Hopeless  confusion
would   result   unless  absolute  confidence   and   authority
were reposed in the leader,  or  if, during  the  I)erformance
of  any figure  of  the  Cotillion,  couples  riot  actually  in  it
were to promenade the room,  waltz,  or otherwise  distract
the attention of those actually in it.     The Cotillion, above
all other dances, is supposed  to  t>e  a  purely social  enjoy-
ment, and  as  such  should  be  entered  into without any of
that  formal  restraint  which  sometimes  characterises  the
more  reserved  square  dances.    The fact is,  that  it  is  de-
signed to give amusement,  and  a  little  inventiveness  and
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The  Cotillion
high  spirit,  aided  by flirtation  and  perhaps  by a spice of
coquettishness, it may be made  to  give a deal.of pleasure
and to Provoke considerable fun.

THE   FIGURES.

Zllee  C/¢fJ  a/  7¢':?.#e.-Three  chairs  are  set  in  a  line,
the  centre  one  being  placed  in  a  direction   opposite   to
the  other  two.     The  leading  couple   perform   a   Zo%/  c7e
a;¢/fe,   after  which  the  gentleman  places   his  lady  upon

:::wcaeratrtew:h£:r:t]€;::Snth;£oamg£:S:e::sWo;nn:Lea:Sob:£tEE:
chairs.    The lady hands  the  glass  of wine  to  one  of.the
gentlemen to drink, and dances with the other.

rze   C¢zc7f.-The   first   gentleman   presents   to   four
ladies  the  four  queens  of  a   pack  of  cards,  while   his
partner  presents  the  four  kings  to  as  many  gentlemen,

gfhi:;:.:sanwda[StezeeEt::tfa€iTees:fuet:::rt:°e[°±[rns;oThsej:ineg
with the queen of spades, &c.

rfee  re% f77oz"e7f.-The  leader  takes  two  ladies  and
asks  them  each  to  name  a  flower.     He  then  presents
them to one of the gentlemen,  desiring  him  to  say which
flower  he  prefers.    When  the  gentleman  has  made  his
choice, he  is  presented with the lady, the name of whose
flower  he  guessed;  he  dances  with  her, and  the  leader
dances  with  the  other  lady round  the  room.    The other
couples perform the same figure in their turn.^Fiire~ Mj-;i;;;oins  Scrsen.=4 tour de `va!se .L_3_ p_er.I.%.I_e±`

by  three  couples;   each  gentleman  selects  an  additional
lady,   and  each  lady  a   gentleman;   the   six   gentlemen
place  themselves  behind  a  screen  or  sheet,  which  must
be held by them  in  such  a  manner  as  to  allow only the
ends  of  their  fingers  to  be  seen.    The  six  ladies  then
select partners by taking the ends of their fingers.-i-her-ii;a;;.:iheLerf¢e!cper:prrrsa.four:de__:_!`l`se:^t::

then   procures  about  six   duplicate   sets   of  small   flags,
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ti`.  any  appropriate  design,  selects  one  of  each  pattern,
;ilid  gives  his  lady  the  duplicates.     The  leader  presents
liis   flags   to   the   ladies,  while   his   partner  presents  the
t:orresponding  flags   to   the  gentlemen.    The  gentlemen
tlicn  go  in  quest  of the  ladies  possessing the duplicate,
;md  dance  with   them,  waving  the   flags.     Repeated   by
ill  the others.

7lfec #:czj:¢.-The  gentlemen  mask  themselves  in  ludi-
crous   heads  or  faces.    They  then   arrange   themselves
behind  a  screen,  and  raise  their  heads  above  it.     The
I.idics  then  select  partners  from  the  group, and  perform
.'`  ZoG„  c7c  zJcz/Jc.     The   gentlemen   keep   their   masks   on
`intil  the  finish.

2l/Ge I?o4e.-Three  couples  make  a  /og„  arc  eJcz/j.e,.  the
tliree   gentlemen   then   choose  other  partners,   and   the
I.iclies  select  other  gentlemen.     The  ladies  retire  to  one
L`nd  of.  the  room  and  the  gentlemen  to  the  other,  while
the   lea-der  and   his   partner   stretch   a  rope   across   the
room,  over  which   the  gentlemen   must  jump  to   regain
their  partners.    As  the   rope  is   managed  so  as  to  trip
the   gentlemen   as   much   as   possible,   a   great   deal   of
;miusement is afforded to the lookers on.

rze  F¢#.-After  a  Zc7#/  c7e  zJcz/Je  the  conductor  seats
his  partner  on  a  chair,  the  middle  one  of  three,  placed
in  the  centre  of the  room,  and  presents  her  with  a  fan.
Ilc    then   selects   two   gentlemen,   and   seats   them   on
t`l]ziirs,   one   on   each   side   of  the  lady,   who   hands   the
hn  to  one of the  gentlemen  and  dances  with  the  other.•I`he  gentleman  who  has  been  favoured  with  the  fan  is

t`xnected  to  use  it  for  the  benefit  of the  couple who  are
tl,'incing, whom  he  must follow,  hopping about the circle.

Zlrfee   Cogzfc//g.-The   first   couple   perform   a   Zoz47  Jc
',.Jr7/fe.     The   conductor  seats   his  lady   in   the  centre   of
(lic  room,  and  places  a  cushion   at   her   feet.     He  then
..ic]ects   several   gentlemen,   whom   he   presents   succes-
:iivcly, requesting each  to kneel upon  the cushion.    When
llic   lady  refuses   any  of  the  gentlemen,  she  withdraws
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the  cushion   rapidly  as   he   attempts   to   kneel.    When
a   gentleman  is  presented  who   is   acceptable,   the   lady
permits  the  cushion  to  remain,  and  the  two  perform  a
¢o"7   c7e   zJ4!/I.c.      The   rejected    gentlemen    form   a   line
behind   the  chair,   and   their   partners   release   them   as
soon  as  the  first  lady  chooses  a  cavalier, and  all  waltz
to  places.

rle€  f7¢%dlec7c:Az.c/.-A  lady  will  knot  one  corner  of `
her handkerchief ;  her  partner introduces four gentlemen
to  her,   who  each  choose  a  corner  of  the  handkerchief.
The lucky one is he who has found the knot.

7lfec F¢*z¢#c Ecg:¢¢.-A figure 8 is described around two
chairs,  placed  back to back in the middle of the room.

714c £7cczczf o7  rc„./.-The  lady  asks for  head  or  tail ;
a  coin  is  thrown, and   if  she  wins,  a  dancer  will  waltz
with her ;  if she loses, he will pass on to another lady.

r4c ZoJ/€ey.-Several  presents are  placed  on a table ;
the  leader  gives  some  number to  the  dancing  men, who
in   their  turn   offer`  one   to   each   lady;   each  leads  his
partner   towards  the  object   she   has  won,  and  waltzes
with  her.

714e P/ccrgTgJ Rec7ecavcJ.-A  lady carries  around  a  hat
of some of the ladies, receiving from each  a handkerchief,
ring, or  other  article  as  a  pledge.     She  then  offers  the
contents of the hat to an equal number of gentlemen, each
selecting one of  the  articles, and  dancing  with  the  lady
by whom it is pledged.

7Tlee  FG.%&/  J?o%#cZ.-The   leading   couple   and   all   the
other  couples  place  themselves  as  for  a  march,  and  all
walk up and salute the  hostess.     The first  couple`lift up
arms, and all the others have to pass through this archway
before bowing.
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CHAPTER  IV

The  Scotch  Reel

T[IIS  is  a  true  national  dance, and  certainly one  of  the
most   lively   and   characteristic   known.       The   music   is
Lrenerally  piped  by  a  piper, and  is  played  very quickly.
When a band is provided instead of a piper, one half play
while  the  other wait their  turn,  as  the  Scotch  are  inde-
fatigable   when   dancing   the   reel.     They   seem   almost
intoxicated with  it;  they smack  their  hands,  throw their
arms and feet in the air, screech out, and make such quick
ind  difficult  steps  that  the  eyes  have  trouble  to follow
them.

The figure is danced  by two ladies and  two  gentlemen
forming  a  line of four,  the  gentlemen  in  the  centre  back
to  ba.ck.

They  begin   with  a  chain,   each   person  describing  a
figure  8.     The  gentlemen  pass  the  ladies   on   the  right
hand;  gentlemen  pass  each  other  in  the  centre  on   the
left;  the  ladies, when  passing  each  other  in   the  centre,
I):`ss  on  the  left;  the  ladies  always return  to  their first
p]tices ;  gentlemen  change  places   every  time  with  each
titl]er  (eight  bars).

:::e::]es:hE:ielts{;:gg(::rib:jr::;:ek)lip,etfif:.eiaeda[::d°at::jr:gthaes8::et:Icy-
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CHAPTER  V

The  Maypole  Dance

THERE  are`few  village  greens  in  England  that  can still
boast  of  a  " Maypole,"   and  fewer   still  where  the  old-
fashioned customs and  festivities connected with  May-day
are kept up.

Dancing  round Maypoles was  not  confined  to  country
districts ;  in fact, the rural dances were not so sportive as
thT:::rnetaranLot:€o:;eefiegroefats:.o]An¥::ws,est%ph::c€,orwnE££:i

was  thence  called  St. Andrew's Undershaft.    The  May-
pole  in  the  Strand was   reared  with  great   ceremony in
1661,  and was  134 feet high.

Besides their associations, however, the Maypole dances
form a very pleasing and healthful means of recreation for
children  of  both  sexes, and  the   Author  hopes  that  the
description  may  aid  in  popularising  this  time-honoured
pastime among the children of the present day.

The Maypole consists of a stout polished pole, to which
gailyrcoloured  ribbon-streamers are  attached.     The  pole
should  be  screwed  to  the floor for  use  indoors,  or  sunk
into the ground for outside use.

The dance  must  be  performed  by an equal number  of
children, each  child  holding a ribbon.     In  describing the
dance, eight has been  selected as a convenient number.

Tbe  Dance.~Arrange  the  children,  boys  and  girls,  in

?:trer:sa:e8°arrdnerb:::ea:t:pf{]ynens{:£g[:a[fi,tehe:n:at°tu]::ypf:[rkf
a ring round the pole.     Each  child  now  catches  hold  of
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its  ribbon  with   the   right   hand,   the  left   hand   hanging
down   by  the  side.    The  children   should   now  advance
towards  the  pole  and  make  a  curtsey  or  bow,  placing
the  ribbon  upon  the  breast when  making  the  salute,  all
lobking towards the pole.

The dancers should  now raise  thdr  right  hand  above
their head  and  all  turn  round,  thus facing  the front  and
turning  their  backs  to  the  pole, and  again  curtsey  and
bow.     All  should  now step forward  and  make  an  outer
ring, and again curts?y and bow.

The children  should  now turn  and face  the  pole, and,
remaining in their places, perform eight`hops on a.Iternate
1-eet,   commencing   with   right   foot   (four   bars).     Right
hand  up,  holding  ribbons, left   hand  on  hip.     Now  ad-
vance`to  the  pole  and dance another four bars.     Retire,
dancing  eight  bars.     The  girls  should  now take  a  step
to the centre and dance twice round  the  pole  (four  bars)
to the right,  keeping inside,  the  boys  remaining  in  their
places, but  keep time with  their feet.     The  girls  should
now stop, each  facing  a  boy,  and  all dance  another four
bars, after which the  girls  should dance  back  round  the

Pe°t]£eret°(ep:ahctesb£:°s5rbfiros};s£;]u]Sdh°nu:;:toes::rv£:::::8
dance round the pole twice (four bars),  face the girls and

:far:]cee{{3::bbaarrss,;.andD:,£rr£:][:t£€5etomopt:cme:n::ttE:oguftr::
remain   in   their  places  in  the  inner  circle, dancing  and
keeping time.

The   boys   and  girls  should  now  face  each  other  in
pairs,  the  boys  dancing  past  on  the  right  side  of  the
girls  and  the. girls dancing  past on  the right side of  the
boys, and so continue to pass each other alternately until
the  ribbons  are  plaited  upon  the  pole (eight bars).     All
now dance opposite  the  pole  in  a small ring (four bars),
and then turn about and  commence to unplait the ribbons
by dan>cing  in  a  reverse direction (eight  bars).     Having
unplaited   the  ribbons  and  released   them   to  their   full
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The  Maypole  Dance
extent, dance,  facing  the  pole,  in  a  circle  (eight  bars).
All   should   now  advance  to  the  pole,  drop the  ribbons,
and dance away in pairs.

This   is   but   a  simple   arrangement   of  the   Maypole
Dance;  it will,  however,  serve  to give the reader an idea
or two for a commencement.
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CHAPTER  VI

The  Skirt  Dance

FOR   this  popular   form   of  modern  dancing,   a  flowing
skirt,  long,  very  full  (ten  to  twelve  yards  round),  and
generally accordion  pleated, is the  chief accessory.     The
simplest  steps  that  can  be  used   are  those  set  to  waltz
time,  such  as  the  P¢s  dc  B¢fg%e,  P¢f  C/z.j`j.4  and  the
ordinary   Waltz.     It   is,   however,   the   arm   movements
which    make   this,   for   young   girls,   an   effective   and
pretty   dance,   and   although   these   at   first   may   seem
difficult,  .yet,   with   a   little   practice   of   the   few   simple
movements   I   have   given,   and   a   little   study   of  the
rules  laid   down   for  moving  them   correctly,   the  pupil
should   soon  acquire  the   necessary  grace.     To   become
a   really  good   skirt   dancer,   it  would  be   necessary   to
study the  true  principles  of graceful  motion  under  some
competent teacher.

By  professional  dancers  the  position,  opposition,  and
carriage  of  the  arms are considered  th`e  three  most diffi-
cult  things  to  regtilate.     Great  care  must  be  taken  not
to  spread  them  out too  far ;  their general place is a little
in   front   of   the   body,   in   an   easy  semi-oval   position,
the   bend   of  the   elbows   scarcely  perceptible,   and   the
fingers  when   holding   the  skirt   grouped,   and   present-
ing  a  slight  turn  to  correspond with  the  contour  of  the
arm.

The  position  and  carriage  of  the  arms  must  be  soft
and  easy.    They must  make  no  extravagant  movement,
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l]or  must  the  least  stiffness  be  allowed  to  cripple  their
motions.     Care   must  also   be   taken   that  they  are  not
jerked by the 'action  of  the  legs, a  fault  sure  to  degrade

a  dancer, whatever  perfection  she  may possess  in  other
respects.

The skirt should be held with  tile tips of the fingers.
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Description  of the  Steps  and Skilit  Movements

rfee  W¢/Zz  S/c¢f  used  are  the  same  as  described  ori
pages  53  and  54.    Constantly sway, or lean, from  side to

:;dwe;rra8htthe°Eo[oetfttlh:?£tsh;ei:Sgt:::dn.tofeachbar,moving
S¢¢./Z fly:oeJc%c#Z.-Both arms extended at side.
B¢/¢7Gc€'   (Forward    or    Backward).-Step    obliquely

forward    or   backward,   count    one.      Close    the   other
foot   to   third   position,  e#   ¢¢./,  count   two.     Raise   and
faLll  in  bringing   the   foot   to  .the   closed   position,  count
three.

S4G./f  fl41;e/G7#e#ff .-Keep  in  front   of  the   body  and
slightly   raised,   both   hands   in   balancing   forward.     In
balancing  backward,  lower  the  hands,  slightly  extending
the arms at side.

secpo:Jddepogs¥tJi%:;(Zoo::;arod!.eTSpsr::go,Tgthot[;fooontattosftdhe:

::tenrtt%::{Eu:r:a:;we::tEtg::±t:::,tat:g::,ayrf:g7,acnoc:£:
three.

S¢¢.7Z fl4oz/caec„Js.-Allow the  body and  arms  to  turn
in the direction of the first step  on  count one,  and on  the
count  of two,  whilst  the  second  step  is  being  made  in
front, draw the  same  arm, right  or  left, as the foot being

::£es€'tahc:°::htehrea::d¥'ei::5.at#&:I:n;:::t'foarn:h:1;cgohutLyt
of t.hree.

P¢f c7e Basg#e (Backward).-Reverse  the  positions  of
the forward movements.

P¢f  G/¢.sJc`.-Glide  a  foot to the  side,  second  position,
count  one.    Draw  the   other  foot  up   to,  and   in  front,

£:i:¢::;°fs%o%':e:e°;u„n,:.I;.[[ghDt:;Po;hc;i:I:8hatr::;hnecf::::
12,3



The  Dance
one.    At the  count  of two, look  at  the  foot that is being
drawn up,  bending  towards  it, and  draw  the  same  arm,
right  or  left,  as  the  foot  being  used,  across  the  body.
Make a pose for the count of three.

I)caez.  ¢czr    G/¢.Jf/.-Glide    a    foot    to   side,    second
position,  count  one.     Draw  up  and  raise the  other foot
in front, fifth  position, c~ ¢¢.r, count two,  three.

Skirt Moveunents.-Sa:"f i as Pas Gliss6.

The Dance .--- Choose  any good,  swinging  waltz, which
must  be  played  slowly.     Eight  or  sixteen  bars  opening
should  be  played  so  that  the  dancer  can  make  an  en-
trance;    in   finishing  make  a  deep  curtsey,  holding  the
skirt out well extended at side.

Enter   with   P¢J   c7c   Bcny"c   step,   commencing   with
right   foot,   twelve   bars.      Curtsey,   with   the   left   foot
behind, four bars.

FIRST  THIRTY-TWO  BARS'   MOVEMENT.

P4f C/c.ff4 to right, commence with right foot
Waltz to right, commence with right foot         .
I)cr%z.¢¢f  C/z.JJ4 commence with right foot     .
P¢f  G/G.fj.e'to left, commence with left foot      .
Waltz to left,  commence with left foot    .         .
Pczj    G/z.i.i:e'   to   left,   commence    with    left
foot.......

Waltz to left, commence with left foot     .          .
I)c77z¢.j¢4f  G/z.JJ4 to left,  commence with  left foot
P¢f  G/z.ff¢ to right, commence with  right foot
Waltz to right,  commence with right foot        .
Pus  Gliss6       .......

Repeat the whole movement     .         .
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SECOND  THIRTY-TWO   BARS'   MOVEMENT.

Bczfg%c forward, commence with`right foot .
Bczfgz# backward,  commence with  right foot
I?czJg#c obliquely forward to right, commence
right  foot           ......
BczJ.g#c    obliquely    backward   to   centre,

commence with right foot          ....
Par c7e Bczfgz#  obliquely forward to  left, commence

with  right foot           ......
P4f    c7c    Bczfg#e    obliquely    backward   to.   centre,

commence  with  right  foot       ....
Pczf c7e Bczfg#c forward, commence with right foot
Pczs dc B¢fg#e backward, commence with right foot

THIRD  THIRTY-TWO  BARS'  MOVEMENT.

B&/¢~c;€ forward and backward        ....
Waltz to move in a circleto the right      .         .         .

Repeat three times until back to centre     .
Commencing` with  the  left foot,  repeat the  whole  to

the   left.     In  waltzing,   use  the   reverse  step,
and'turn to  the left           .....

32

16

32

The whole  or  part  c-an,  at the  pupil's  own  discretion,
be repeated,  care  being taken that  in  choosing the move-
ments as much variety as possible is given.

In finishing make a deep curtsey.
The   steps   should   be   performed   with   minute   neat-

n.ess, and  as closely or  in  as small a compass as possible.
When  rapidity is added to  this  it  ensures  lightness  and
brilliance.
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Each succeeding step  must  be well connected with the

other, and all should be executed with an easy elegance.
In  Skirt-dancing there  are two  distinct  methods :  one

that  of  the  Stage,  another  that   of  the   drawing-room.
That which is striking  and  beautiful  in  one would be an
unpleasing defect in the  other.     It  is the  business of the
professional  dancer  to  astonish  and  please,  but it would
be bad taste  for  a  lady to  attempt any of those  extrava-
gant  embellishments  seen  on  the  Stage;  neat  execution,
ease,  and  modest  grace  are  looked  for  ill  the  drawing-
room,  and these conditions  make  Skirt-dancing a suitable
pastime  and  accomplishment  for  children   as  well  as  for
adults.
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